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Copeland, 37, dies
of pneumonia
Kevin Bachman
News Editor

Diane Copeland was the
Mutilcultural Affairs secretary
who always had a warm smile
and a kind word for the students
and faculty she worked with everyday.
Copeland died Monday night
of pneumonia at Meridia
Southpointe Hospital, said Mr.
Ronald Oleksiak, director of
Multicultural Affairs. She was
37 -years old.
Copeland
worked
in
Multicultural Affairs since 1993,
when she came from the Snyder
and Blake temporary agency,
first on a pan-time basis. She was
hired full time shortly after, and
typed over 100 words per minute,
said Shirley Seaton, assistant director of Multicultural Affairs.

Diane Copeland
not feel well. He sent her home
and told her to see a doctor, but
she did not inake a doctor's appointment.
"I sent her horne hoping that
she'd get some medical atten-
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Jesuits dropping in numbers
What is the outlook for Carroll?
James Aurlcchlo
World View Editor

The men who symbolize a "jesuit tradition" are thinning in
numbers. But will dwindling
numbers see a change in what
some call a commitment to excellence "for the greater glory of God"?
Even if the order's
num hers do miraculously grow, the autonomy of the
Ignation brethren, 40
because of an upcoming
Vatican
30
document, could be
seriously threatened
for the first time 20
since its creation in
1540. John Carroll
University is up for 10
changes, logistically
and philosophically.
0
Religious voca1960
tions are down in

"We're leaner and meaner," says
Rev.John E. Dister,assistant to the
Academic Vice President in the
University Mission office.
Dister, along with Fennessy,
believes it is Providence that has
reduced the Society's vocations.
Both see a viable alternative in fur-

room for 56 guests, is up for some
changes.
Fennessy says Carroll's cornmumtyofjesuitsiscurrentlyconsidering plans either to remodel
Rodman's current structure or to
move the remaining 22 residents
toadifferentsite. The community
would then
free up more
room for the
ever-expanding University. Both
parties
would split
the bill for either expansion or new
construction
"We'rejusc
nor using the
whole buHdi n g ,
1994 looH.>Ii<,
F e nn <. s y

The number of
Jesuits teaching at
John Carroll
from 1960 to 1994

1970

1980

1990

tion," Oleksiak said . "As of Fri-

beat personality and her outgoing nature.
"She was known for a warm,
friendly smile," Seaton said. "She
was very much interested in everyone."
BothOleksiakandSeatonsaid
people were shocked at her death.
"A number of people came
down and gave their condolences," Oleksiak said. "A lot of
the students are very upset,a long
with the faculty, staff, and administration."
Oleksiak said he will rn iss her
because he was more than just
her boss.
"I was not only her employer;
I was also her friend,"ne said.
Oleksiak said Copeland complained last Tuesday that she did

Copeland was admitted to
Meridia South pointe with pneumonia Friday night, Oleksiak
said.
He said that when the nurses
weredoingtheir bedchecksearly
Sunday morning, Copeland had
already passed away.
Services will be held Friday
at the H.M.Martin Funeral Home,
3856 E. 131 St., at 1 p.m.
The office of Multicultural
Affairs has arranged for a bus to
bring students, faculty, and staff
to the memorial.
Copeland had few relatives
around the area; both her father
and mother are deceased and she
had no siblings.
"She always referred ro us as
hersecondfamily,"Oieksiaksaid.

Fennessy SJ, director of Cam pus
Ministry and Rector of the jesuit
community at Carroll, estima tes
that there are approximately 300
jesuits in the process of preparing
for work in higher education.
"Divide that by the nurn ber of
jesuit universities [with some going to Rome to further their education!, and we come up with less
than ten new mern bers here in the
next three to five years," he said.
Combine that with the fact that
the average age in the Society of
jesus is 62 and the Carroll community gets even thinner, the outlook, even bleaker.

John R. Thome
Editor -in-Chief

Never in the history of theJohn
Carroll University Student Union
has a president run for re-election.
Until now.
Junior, John Cranley announced Tuesday that he is seeking re-election for this executive
office. He is running unopposed.
"I have never worked harder for
my convictions and my ideals
than in the last year," Cranley said
after his announcement. "I have
never felt so convinced that I was
using my best talents for a good
cause."
According to Bill Glunz, SU
chief justice, there has never been
a president who sought re-election in the 75 years the Union has
been intact.
Ironically, the past two execu-

tive presidents before Cranley
were both juniors, but neither
sought re-election.
"It did cross my mind, but at
the time I felt as though it was
time for me to move on because I
felt I did what I could," said Kevin
Biacsi, SU president for the I9921993school year. "I felt that if I did
it another year I would be burnt
out."
Biacsi said his decision not to
run was for his personal needs, but
a second term could be beneficial
to the Union.
"I felt that it was time for someone else to take over, for my benefit and the Union's benefit, but
that's my judgment. A lot of that
gets lost in just a year's time because the next person might not
agree with that," he said. "A secSee CRANLEY, page 3

arne
teet
rently formmg plans for renovation of Bernet Res1dence Hall ro
giveaspatialrepresemationof the
60-year old building, as well as an
examination of what a new building m1ght be like. Rodman was
complete in 1945, although some
lived in the half completed structure as early as 1938.
"We want only those that are
directly involved with the University family herewith us; that's one
reason our community will only
get smaller," Fennessy said.
Dister,Fennessy,and Vice PresiSee JESUITS, page 3

r

Prof appointed to flational commission
ceived his doctorate in education, gional hearings in Cleveland, San
majoring in human development, Francisco, and Washmgton to
John Guidubaldi, professor of from Harvard University. Cur- hear testimony from both experts
education at john Carroll Univer- rently, he directs a State of Ohio and lay public on the issues of
sity, has been named to the newly project which focuses on the rela- child adjustment,said Guid ubaldi.
formed National Commission on tionship of a father's involvement Then,thecornmission will formuin child development. He has also late proposals for new legislation
Child and Family Welfare.
The commission is part of the beendirectorof the"lmpactof Di- to Congress.
"The ultimate purpose is to efvorce on Children"
Department
of
research project fect the legislature," Guidubaldi
Health and Human
since I980 and co- said. "One of the things 1 want to
Services and was
directed a study on see is more effective legislation for
created to propose
children's
adjust- children."
legislation to ConGuidubaldi will be a part of
ment to divorce in
gress and the Presithe U.S. and in The thecommission unti I Congress no
dent. The commis- ·
People's Republic of longer votes to fund it, he said.
sion is attempting
"With the new Congress, we
China from 1988to improve child
1991. Guidubaldi will see how long [the commisand family welfare.
hasstudiedapproxi- sion! will exist and be funded,"
Guidubaldi was
mately
700 families Guidubaldi said. "It is based on
informed that he •
in
38states
to under- Congressional support."
was selected last
The goal of the commission is
stand how divorce
Spring and was
'to
become
informed and share its
impacts
children.
sworn in on JanuPublic All•'"
"Children
are
efknowledge
of the issues of domesary lO in Washing- John Guidubaldi
tic
violence,
child abuse, and child
only
fifected
not
ton, DC.
"I feel [the commission! is es- nancially but also emotionally in neglect with the country.
"What we have done [in this
sential," Guidubaldi said. "ln my divorce," said Guidubaldi. "How
qmntryl
is clearly not in the best
we
deal
withchildrenaf
terdivorce
research, I recognize the need for
interest of children in the past 20is critical"
this commission."
The commission will hold re- 30 years," Guidubaldi said.
Guidubaldi,a Kent resident,reChristina Hynes

Assistant News Editor

Cranley to seek first
ever second term

Some
change.
john Glad stone, d1rector of
Admissions and FinancialAid, has
seen, "a rad ica I change in the
amount of involvemem of lay
people here."
"[Jesuits! used to have a far more
physical presence here on campus," Dister said. "Now we are just
as present, but m a different way."
By the year 2004, Fennessy estimates there will be 12Jesuits involved with thejohnCarrollcommunity. For that reason the Carroll jesuit residence, Rodman hall,
an institutional building with
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are tallied and recorded in the
Atrium.
Donna Byrnes,directorofResiAngela Carmola, M1llor Hall
dence Ltfe, isoptimistic about the
resident, on her quest for diapers
week and the futureof Winterfest.
and dirty dishes ran tnto a bit of
"Winterfest should grow each
hard luck on Mondaynight'sscavyear,"Byrnessaid. "This is the first
enger hunt.
year we are having prizes. It is a
"The most difficult thing we
good incentive for more people to
needed tofindwasthemoldycup,"
get involved. I would love to see
saidCarmola. "Everyone had done
even more competitions and spontheir dishes the night before. We
sor some activihad to travel to
ties that aren't
the guy's side of
competitive. It
the floor."
seems it's gotten a
Winterfest, a
little stronger
week of friendly
each year"
competition beThe festivities
t ween residence
began on Monday
halls, is official! y
with the Scavenunderway. The
ger Hunt which
main prize is a
had students
pool table comsearching in their
plete with accesrespe ctive resisories fort he windence halls for 68
ning residence
different ite ms
hall.
ranging from the
The week of
Michael Jackson
activities is spon- Campion Hall Scavenger Hunt winners.
"Thriller" tape to
sored by the ResiBefore Christmas break, the a girl with a tattoo.
dence Hall Association, but the
For each item that was found,
pool table is being provided by the com rnittees met to decide on the
different events, but most of the the residence hall receives one
Residence life office.
Four years ago, Winterfest was work was done since the begin- point. The winning hall, Campion, collected 61 of the items and
initiated by the Residence Life ning of the semester.
The competition consists of each team member received a TStaff to promote unity in the residence halls, said Lisa Heckman, different events that involve the shirt.
"Everything stupid on the list
entire campus community. Studirector of Student Activities.
"Winterfest was created to dents have the opportunity to par- was pretty much found in our RA's
bring unity in the residence halls ticipate in activities that range room," said Nancy Verhoff, Camin a healthy, competitive nature," from snow sculpting on the Quad pion Ha11 resident. "It was our
to tossing pies at their favorite resi- floor's bonding experience."
she said.
Every partici~tin& hall reibe coata is $700 which coven; dent~t.
nfortunarely, rhe • unk rhe ceived a participation po nt topu li ciry, T-s hirrs, nnd orher
prizes, said Heather Tucker, advi- j esuit "event was canceled due to a ward the pool table.
Some participants stated they
sor of Winterfest and Residence lack of volunteers.
"I don't think [the jesuits] felt the competition was unfair
Hall Director of Murphy Hall.
Tucker's goal for next year is wanted to get wet and I don't re- because many items on the list
added involvement from indi- ally blame them," Heckman said. wereonlyavailable ina few of the
"But, Fr. Richie !Salmi, vice presi- residence halls.
vidual hall councils.
"I thought competition was
"Next year, we want strong hall dent for Student Affairs] did volunfair in some regards because
councils in every building so they unteer."
Students interested in partici- some things on the list were uncan have each event laid out for
floors in advance." Tucker said. patingaretosign up in the Recplex available to freshmen," said
"This year, the RHA planned all outside of the Residence Life of- Theresa Henn, Murphy Hall resithe events, I want to try and get fice but are still encouraged tosim- dent.
"We just asked, smiled, and evply show up to any event.
hall councils more in valved."
"Students have a tendency to eryone was pretty cooperative,"
Many people involved in the
planning of this year's Winterfest decide at the last moment ," Carmela said. · we went to people
we knew and mentioned that it
Heck man said.
were freshmen, said Tucker.
Eachmorningduringtheweek, was for a pool table. That per"We sent out freshman nomi nations for RHA and around 30 the points for each Resident Hall suaded a lot of the guys."
Assistant News Editor

Kevin Bachman
News Editor

Tuition fonhel995-1996school
year rose 5.9 percent, pushing the
overall cost for anon-campus student to $17. 940.
Room and Board prices, which
has only risen 1.8 percent, or $50
since the 1992-1993 year, remained
as they were for the 1994-1995
school year.
Tuition however, is a different
story. It has n en 17.6percent since
1992-1993
"The tuition increase is related
to faculty and other employees
salanes," satd Edward Schaefer,
retired vice president for Business.
"As salaries goupand costs go up,
tuition goes up."
Vice President for Student Affairs, Fr. Richard P. Salmi, SJ., said
he was pleased that costs are skyrockeung
"J am very pleased that room
and board stayed the same," Salmi
said. "lthink that Marriott and
the Office of Residence Life
worked real hard to keep costs
down and still provide a service."
Student Union President, john

Cranley is dismayed that the cost
of tuition has been rising at such a
steady pace
"It's more expensive new than
it ever has been to go to college,"
Cranley said. "Whenever we raise
tuition, we're becoming an increasingly disc rim inatorysc hool."
But, Director of Residence Life
Donna Byrnes was pleased that
the increase was kept at a minirnum,especiallyin the Room and
Board area.
"We're trying to hold the cost
down so that people that want to
live on cam pus are not forced off
for financial reasons," Byrnes said.
Salmi however, recognized the
fact that all schools are faced with
increasingcosts,coupled with less
financial aid from the federal government.
"I think It's important that we
were able to keep our increase under six percent since it seems apparent that the new Republican
Congress will be working to cut
back on financial aid for college
students," Salmi said.
Cranley said that the lack of
student input on the Board of

Trustees is not helping matters.
"l think a systematic shut out
of student input on the Board of
Trustees is hindering john
Carroll's movement into the 21st
century,"Cra nley said. "Ithink that
there are a lot of things that could
be cut before raising tuition."
johnGladstone,deanof Admissions and Financial Aid, said the
added fi nancia !contributions that
jCU makes to students will off set
the rising costs.
"The school has increased the
amount o[ money available in the
form of financial aid, which has
allowed us to increase the average
contribution to a student,"
Gladstone said.
This year, the average incoming freshman received a financial
package of about $10,040 per year
which includes loans, grants,
scholarships, and work-study.
"I'm trying to build into financial aid packages an additional5.9
percent increase in the future,"
Gladstone said. "I think because
john Car roll has made such a commitment to financial aid, we will
more than offset the increase."
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hometown. After winning the play her talents and gifts through $10,000 in prize money and a
brand new car, whtch will be"very
Miss Parma pageant, she was en- pageant competition.
She has been studying the pi- useful in medical school," Ngsaid
couraged by rriends, family, and
pageant representatives to con- ano since she was s1x years old, she wil I be satisf 1ed if she is able to
tinue to higher levels of com peri- playing in numerous recitals voice support of her pageant platthroughout the years, including form.
tion.
A platform is a poln 1991, she won the
litical, medical, or social
Miss Ohio T.E.E.N.
cause adopted by a con(Teens Encourage Extestant, who seeks to
cellence Nationally)
raise public awareness
pageant based onexcellence
in
talent,
of her cause during the
volunteerisrn, and
pageant. Ng has chosen
scholarship. Then., Ng
to support a cause to
intended to take a break
which she has very pasfrom pageant competisionate and personal
tion, but when last
ties, the need for breast
secretary.
Cranley
cancer research.
No one is current) y seeking rhe year's Miss Greater
"My mother was reposition of director of lnterna l Cleveland pageant apcontinued from page 1
peared, she thought
cently diagnosed with
Affairs.
early indications of
juniors Genesis Brown, john she'd try one more time.
ond rerm might make it more
Miss
Winning
stable. That could be beneficial w Kovatch and sophomore Bishoy
breast cancer and that
the Union."
made a trcmendousLmMikhail areseekingelection rot he Greater Cleveland, she
said, was completely
pacton me," he said. "l
ln addition to the presidential chief justice post.
dtdn't know much
election being unopposed, the poPrimary elections for chief jus- unex peered.
"I encourage anyone
sitions for vice president, treasure r, tice will be on Monday and Tuesabout it, but wamed to
spread the word. I did a
and secretary are all unopposed day o[ next week. Ballots will be who wants to compete
as well.
avai lable in the Atrium during in a pageant. I consider
lot of research about
breast cancer for my
Glunz,ajunior,was nominated lunch and dinner hours. General it an excellent exercise
schoolwork, and was
for vice president. junior jason elections will be the following in building self-esteem," Ng said. "I
shocked todiscover that
Stevens is seeking election as ex- Monday and Tuesday.
very little is concluThe new administration will learned a lot about myecutive treasurer. Sophomore Erin
self and other people,
~ i ve l y confirmed about
O'Brien is running for executive be inaugurated on March 14.
and that opportunity Regina Ng practices for national competition.'
its diagnosis."
Ng wants to promote
will help me in my fuit is not just numbers that may turecareer. I'm hoping to enroll in those fort he talent reqUirement in awareness of breast cancer and
Jesuits
cripple thejesuits.
hopes that people wi II ed u ate
medical school, and the experi- pageants.
The order's relations with the ence that I gain about building recontinued from page 1
"I grew up with music. l had a themselves on 1he ub,JCct.
papacy have not been smooth, par- lationships and communicating wonderful teacher who became
"It's a very touchy 1ssue, but one
dent of Student Affairs Rev Rich- ticularly with Pope john Paul 11.
with people will be some of the very close with my family," she I believe should be brought to
ard Salmi Sj.,allagreethataquali- According to the New York Times,
most important experience I can said. "When it came tirnefor me to everybodys auention," Ng sa1d.
fiedjesuit has an open door to th is the pope has taken exception to use as a physician."
play in pageant, l wasn't nervous "It's not only an issue for women,
heorder'straditional politicaland
and other jesuit Universities. Othbut for men who may confront
Besides meeting interesting at all."
ers go so far as to say that even iI intellect ua I autonomy; as well as
Although th e Miss Ohio con- breast cancer in thetrsisters, wives,
people and making new friends,
there is not a position on the fac- the liberal stance taken by many
Ng appreciated the chance to dis- test winner will walk away with or mothers"
ulty,"fora qualifiedjesuit,one will jesuits on diverse issues m the
Christine A. Dresch
Assistant World View Editor
When Regina Ng was a little
girl, she used to ware h the Miss
America pageant with her mother
on television.
The mystery and gla,mour of
the spectacle intrigued her. She
asked herself the same question
many pageant admirers do: Why
don't I try that and see what happens? But Ng wasn't content just
dreaming about it.
Ng enrolled in a local teen pageant and starred down a road that

freshman joined ," said Tucker.
"Their first meeting was planning
Winterfest and they took a very
active role."
As for Tucker's role in
Winterfest, she IS the liaison between Residence Life and the RHA.
"l try to keep !the RHA I motivated and make sure the bases are
covered; I'm the go-between ,"
Tucker said.

University increases tuition, again
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Carroll senior aims for national pageant title

Winterfest promotes halls
of friendly JCU competition
Christina Hynes
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M1ktjamo

Freshman Kelly Jones donates blood Tuesday afternoon.

JCU students pouring
out for others in need
Gina Girardot
Layout Editor

The ROTC recognizing that the shortage of blood available in
the blood bank had fallen to an emergency level has responded by
sponsoring a blood drive on the john Carroll University campus.
On February 7, the Red Cross volunteer team set up campi n the
Murphy Room from 12:30 am to 6:30p.m.
30 volunteers, including 12 students from Case Western Reserve
and Cleveland State Universities were on hand to greet and serve
refreshments to the donors.
Approximately 200 people donated blood.
john Hotek, a sophomore cadet in the ROTC, headed up the
event, organizing the advertising as well as getting volunteers.
"The main reason for the emergency level of the blood bank is a
combination of an increased need as well as less donors," Hotek
said.
The goal of the drive was 200 pints of blood, especially typesO+
and A-, which are in the highest demand.
Sophomore Vince Sherno, and 11-time donor, gives blood because of his desire to help others.

would lead the john Carroll University Senior to the Miss Ohio
pageant next june, where she will
compete with other statewide
winners for the chance to fulfill
her childhood dream of being a
Miss America contestant.
"Thestakesarehighernow,"she
said. "I'll be competing in a televised pageant with other winners
from all across the state. But I'm
keeping my mind positive and
open to any possibilities"
Ng's pageant experience began
with a teen competition in her

----- - - - = = - -

It is cheaper for the University

GenesisO. Brown
Junior

Huron, OR

Reasonsforrunntng: Ichose to run because lwanttocontinue
to make a difference atJCU, and Ifeel that 1have what it takes tobe
Chief jUStice.
Why should ptoplt vote for you? I am a person of integrity,
~and kindness. I am capable of holding office because lam
president of the junior class, Treasurer of the Rugby Club and
Treasurer of Phi Kappo. Xi.

john Kovatch
Junior
Sylvania, OH

Reasons for running: I feel that I am flexible enough to work
with anyone under any conditions with the promotion of social
justice for thestudenr body not as an endpoint, but as a beginning.
Why should people votefor you? People should not vote for me,
they should vote for my values and what I believe in; a commitment to social justice.

Bishoy Mikhail
So'phomore
Seven Hills, OH

)

Reasons for running: I've enjo}'l:d being involved as an offcampus senator as well as a member of the Student Union review
committee and so I would like to participate more in the forthcoming term.
Why should people vote. for you? 1 have demonstrated the
leadership required for this important ofrice. I have shown that 1
have che courage to stand againstthe mainstream when Ifelt I had
to.

to hire jesuits for two reasons: first
the community has its own health
insuranceplan andsecondlywhat
the community does not use on,
individual jesuit living expenses,
goes back to the school for scholarships. At one time, the donation ran up to $250,000 but last
year's was closer to $100,000.
ln the 1960s, when the jesuit
order peaked, numbering 36,000
world wide, there were 38Jesuits
here. By l970 when the [acul•
and staff neared its current nu1
hers, the ordained members "'
Carroll peaked at 40.
Since then , the number has declined. By 1980, there were only
20 jesuits in administration and
on faculty. Today there are 16 active members with ages ranging
from the youth of Rev. James G.
Sampson in the biology department at age 39, to Rev. Joseph
Schell, at age 80.
"jesuits just don 't quit when
they get tired," Fennessy said referring to the active-as-ever 80
year-old.
Richard Clancey joined John
Carroll's English depanrnent in
1965, when ScheJI was president
of the school, and when Jesuit
n·umbers were at their .peak. Today Clancey, along with several
other members of the faculty, have
formed the Society for Advancememo[ thejesuit Educational Tradition (SAJET). Clancey says the
group has enormous respect for
the society of Jesus.
"It's most impressive, whether
you're Catholic or not._we want to
know how they did that, how they
became such a power," Clancey
said. "I think we have to, in order
to maintain the tradition."
Much of the University's laity
understand the imponanceof the
jesuit tradition at JCU as well as
the imponanceof itssurvival. But

most common y e ers to e
Society's work in Latin America,
but more recently has cited education and dissension from more
traditional catholic teachings in
the university classroom.
The vows of the largest order in
the Catholic church include a special one of obedience to the pope.
At the beginning of the society's
34th General congregation in
Rome, the order's Superior General, the Very Rev. Peter-Hans
Kelven bach, said the order has remained, "without reservation: of
the church, in the church and for
the church."
But on the horizon is ExCorde
Ecclesjae, a work in process of detailed deliberation on who and
what should be involved in the
.study of theology on Catholic college campuses. The original articlerequested that the bishop of a
university's diocese would have
firmer control over who taught in
a university's theology department, but church officials have
since scaled down such requests.
But Dister has a dissenting opinion from the views of the Pope.
"If push ever carne to shove, I
think the best solution would be
to run simply as a private institution," Dister said.
Any church control of theology would, 'ruin our credibility as
an American university." he said.
But public debate on Ex Corde
Ecclesjae is at best premature, the
document has a while to go before
any sort of Vatican approval is
bestowed. None the less, the pope
has cautioned the order against
confusing believers, • by questionable teachings, bypublicationsor
speeches clearly at variance with
the church's teachings."
Logistically, phUosophically,
john Carroll University, and its 27
fellow jesuit Universities, are ap
for some big changes.

"HELPING OTHERS THROUGH
PHYSICAL EDUCATION"

fritltJif Apfll28tlt Wttsmer field
Mandatory Meeting for all interested
in volunteering on

Stl!!dtllf. fe/J 12 ill tlte
JtJrdi11e Rtx;m tJt 9 p.m
"Let 5 keep H.O.P.E. alive
1

II

A.y Ouelliou?
Please call Tim Couleban 371-1248 or Jen Shtner 397-5042
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+
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Assistant News Editor

freshman joined ," said Tucker.
"Their first meeting was planning
Winterfest and they took a very
active role ."
As for Tucker's role in
Winterfest, she is the liaison between Residence Life and rhe RHA.
"I try to keep [the RHA] motivated and make sure the bases are
covered; I'm the go-between,"
Tucker said.

Angela Carmola, Millor Hall
resident, on her quest for diapers
and dirty dishes ran into a bit of
hard luck on Monday night'sscavenger hunt.
"The most difficult thing we
needed to find wast he moldy cup,"
said Carmola. "Everyone had done
their dishes the night before. We
had to travel to
the guy's side of
the floor."
Winterfest, a
week of friendly
competition between residence
halls, is officially
underway. The
main prize ts a
pool table complete with accessories fort he winning reside nee
hall .
The week of
activities is spon- Campion Hall Scavenger Hunt winners.
sored by the ResiBefore Christmas break , the
dence Hall Association, but the
pool table is being provided by the committees met to decide on the
di[ferent events, but most of the
Residence Life office.
Four years ago, Winter fest was work was done since the begininitiated by the Residence Life ning of the semester.
The competition consists of
Staff to promote unity in the residence halls, said Lisa Heckman, different events that involve the
entire campus community. Studirector of Student Activities.
"Wi nterfest was created to dents have the opportunity w parbring unity in the residence halls ticipate in activities that range
in a healthy, competitive nature," from snow sculpting on the Quad
ro tossing pies at their favorite resishe said.
lbcCOitl is$700wbidlco~ dent~nt.
nFortunately, rhe "Dunk the
pu li c iry, T-shirrs. and orher
prizes, sa id Heather Tucker, advi - j esuit"event was canceled due to a
sor of Winterfest and Residence lack of volunteers.
"I don't think [the jesuits]
Hall Director of Murphy Hall.
Tucker's goal for next year is wanted to get wet and l don't readded involvement from indi- ally blame them," Heckman said.
"But, Fr. Richie [Salmi, vice presi·
vidual hall councils.
"Next year, we want strong hall dent for Student Affairs] did volcouncils in every building so they unteer."
Students interested in particican have each event laid out for
floors in advance," Tucker said. patingaretosign up in the Recplex
"This year, the RHA planned all outside of the Residence Life ofthe events, 1 want to try and get fice but are still encouraged tosimply show up to any event.
hall councils more involved."
"Students have a tendency to
Many people involved in the
planning of this year's Winter fest decide at the last moment,"
Heckman said.
were freshmen, said Tucker.
Each morningduringtheweek,
"We sent out freshman nomi nations for RHA and around 30 the points [or each Resident Hall

are tallied and recorded in the
Atrium.
Donna Byrnes, director of Residence L1fe, is optimistic about the
week and the future of Wi nterfest.
"Winterfest should grow each
year,"Byrnessaid. "This is the first
year we are having prizes. It is a
good incentive for more people to
get involved. I would love to see
even morecompetitions and sponsor some activities that aren't
competitive. It
seems it's gotten a
little stronger
each year."
The festivi ties
began on Monday
with the Scavenger Hunt which
had students
searching in their
respective residence halls for 68
different items
ranging from the
Michael jackson
"Thriller" tape to
a girl with a tattoo.
For each item that was found,
the residence hall receives one
point. The winning hall, Campion, collected 61of the items and
each team member received a Tshirt.
"Everything stupid on the list
was pretty much found in our RA's
room," said Nancy Verhoff, Campion Hall resident. "It was our
floor's bonding experience."
Every partici ti~ ll received a partJclpatJOn pomt toward the pool table.
Some participants stated they
felt the competition was unfair
because many items on the list
were only available in a few of the
residence halls.
"I thought competition was
unfair in some regards because
some things on the list were unavailable to freshmen," said
Theresa Henn, Murphy Hall resident.
"We just asked, smiled, and everyone was pretty cooperative,"
Carmola said. "We went to people
we knew and mentioned that it
was for a pool table. That persuaded a lot of the guys."

University increases tuition, again
Cranley is dismayed that the cost Trustees is not helping matters.
"I think a systematic shut out
of tuition has been rising at such a
of student input on the Board of
Tuition for the 1995·1996 school steady pace.
"It's more expensive new than Trustees is hindering john
year rose 5.9 percent, pushing the
overall cost for an on-campus stu- it ever has been to go to college," Carroll's movement into the 21st
Cranley said. "Whenever we raise century,"Cranleysaid."l think that
dent to $17,940
Room and Board prices, which tuition, we're becoming an in- there are a lot of things that could
has only risen 1.8 percent, or $50 creasing! ydisc rim inatoryschool" be cut before raising tuition."
john Gladstone,dean of Admissince the 1992-1993 year, remained
But, Director of Residence Life
as they were for the 1994-1995 Donna Byrnes was pleased that sions and Financial Aid, said the
the increase was kept at a mini- added financial contributions that
school year.
Tuition however, is a different mum ,espcciallyin the Room and jCU makes to students will offset
the rising costs.
story. It has risen l7.6percent since Board area.
"We're trying to hold the cost
"The school has increased the
1992-1993.
"The tuition increase is related down so that people that want to amount of money available in the
to faculty and other employees live on campus are not forced off form of financial aid, which has
salaries," sa1d Edward Schaefer, for financialreasons," Byrnes said. allowed us to increase the average
Salmi however, recognized the contribution to a student,"
retired vice president for Business.
"As salaries go up and costs go up, fact that all schools are faced with Gladstone said.
This year, the average incomincreasingcosts,coupled with less
tuit 1011 goes up"
Vice President for Student Af · financial aid from the federal gov- ing fresh man received a financial
package of about $10,040 per year
fairs, Fr. Richard P. Salmi, SJ., said ernment.
"l think it's important that we which includes loans, grams,
he was pleased that costs are skyrocketing.
were able to keep our increase un- scholarships, and work-study.
"I'm trying to build into finan"l am very pleased that room der si>t percent since it seems apand board stayed the same," Salmi parent chat the new Republican cial aid packages an addi tional5.9
said. "\ thmk that Marnott and Congress will be working to cut percent increase in the future,"
the Office of Residence Life back on financial aid for college Gladstone said. "I think because
john Carroll hasmadesuchacomworked rea1 hard to keep costs students," Salmi said.
Cranley said that the lack of mitment to financial aid, we will
down and sllll provide a service:
Student Union President,john student input on the Board of more than off set the increase."
Kevin Bachman

News Editor
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Canoll senior aims for national pageant title

Winterfest promotes halls
of friendly JCU competition
Christina Hynes

The Carroll News, February 9, 1995

Christine A. Dresch
Assistant World View Editor

When Regina Ng was a little
girl, she used to watch the Miss
America pageant with her mother
on television .
The mystery and gla,mour of
the spectacle intrigued her. She
asked herself the same question
many pageant admirers do: Why
don't I try that and see what happens? But Ng wasn't content just
dreaming about it.
Ng enrolled in a local teen pageant and started down a road that

Cranley
Mlkt:jarno

Freshman Kelly Jones donates blood Tuesday afternoon.

JCU students pouring
out for others in need
Gina Girardot
Layout Editor

The ROTC recognizing that the shortage of blood available in
the blood bank had fallen to an emergency level has responded by
sponsoring a blood drive on the john Carroll University campus.
On February 7, the Red Cross volunteeneam set up camp in the
Murphy Room from 12:30 am to 6:30p.m.
30 volunteers, including 12 students from Case Western Reserve
and Cleveland State Universities were on hand to greet and serve
refreshments to the donors.
Approximately 200 people donated blood.
john Hotek, a sophomore cadet in the ROTC, headed up the
event, organizing the advertising as well as getting volunteers.
"The main reason for the emergency level of the blood bank is a
combination of an increased need as well as less donors," Hotek
said.
The goal of the drive was 200 pints of blood, especially typesO+
and A-, which are in the highest demand.
Sophomore Vince Shemo, and ll-time donor, gives blood because of his desire to help others.
another person 's life," Shimo said.
The ROTC was also driven by goodwill.
"The ROTC's motivation for the drive was to serve the community," Hotek said.
The ROTC was chosen to sponsor the drive because, "The Universityfeels that ROTC is the most qualified organization to handle
any emergency that may arise," said cadet Rob McDonald.
As an incentive for donation, The Red Cross donated free tickets
to The lrnprov comedy club.

Rtasonsforrunn~:n&

1chose to run because I wanttoconrinue
tomakeadifferenceatJCU,and lfeelthatlhavewhat it takes tobe

Chief Justice.
Why shou'Ll ptoplt vote for you? ram a person of integrity;
!eyal.ty and kindness. I am capable of holding office because lam
president of the junior class, Treasurer of the Rugby Club and
Treasurer of Phi Kappa Xi.

john Kovatch
junior
Sylvania, OH

Reasons for running: I feel that I am flexible enough to work
with anyone under any conditions with the promotion of social
justiceforthestudent body not as an endpoint, but as a beginning.
Why should people vote for you? People should not vote forme,
they should vote for my values and what I believe in; a commitment to social justice.

Bishoy Mikhail
Sophomore
Seven Hills, OH

1

Reasons for running: rve enjoyed being involved as an offcampussenatoraswellasa member of the Student Union review
committee and so 1would like to participate more in the forthcomIng term.
Why should ptoplc vote for you? 1 have demonstrated the
leadership required for this important office. I have shown that I
have the courage to stand against the mainstream when I felt Lhad
to.

continued from page 1
ond term might make it more
stable. That could be beneficial to
the Union."
In addition to the presidential
election being unopposed, the positions for vice president, treasurer,
and secretary are all unopposed
as well.
Glunz, ajunior, was nominated
for vice president. junior jason
Stevens is seeking election as executive treasurer. Sophomore Erin
O'Brien is running for executive

would lead the john Carroll University Senior to the Miss Ohio
pageant next june, where she will
compete with other statewide
winners for the chance to fulfill
her childhood dream of being a
Miss America contestant.
"The stakes are higher now," she
said. "I'll be competing in a televised pageant with other winners
from all across the state. But I'm
keeping my mind positive and
open to any possibilities."
Ng'spageantexperience began
wirh a teen competition in her
secretary.
No one is current! y seeking the
position of director of Internal
Affairs.
juniors Genesis Brown, john
Kovatch and sophomore Bishoy
Mikhai I areseekingelection to the
chief justice post.
Primary elections for chief justice will be on Monday and Tuesday of next week. Ballots will be
available in the Atrium during
lunch and dinner hours. General
elections will be the following
Monday and Tuesday.
The new administration will
be inaugurated on March J4.

dent of Student Affairs Rev. Richard Salmi Sj.,allagree that a qualified jesuit has an open doorto this
and other jesuit Universities. Others go so far as to say that even il
there is not a position on the faculty,"for a qualif 1edjesuit,one will

it is not just numbers that may
cripple thejesuits.
The order's relations with the
papacy have not been smooth, particularly with Pope john Paulll.
According to the New York Times,
the pope has taken exception ro
corder's traditional political and
intellectual autonomy, as well as
the liberal stance taken by many
Jesuits on diverse iss ues in the

It is cheaper fort e niversny
to hire jesuits for two reasons: first
the community has its own health
insuranceplan andsecondlywhat
the community does not use on,
individual jesuit living expenses,
goes back to the school for scholarships. At one time, the dona tion ran up to $250,000 but last
year's was closer to $100,000.
ln the 1960s, when the jesuit
order peaked, numbering 36,000
world wide, there were 38 Jesuits
here. By 1970 when the [acul•
and staff neared its current nu1
hers, the ordained members a•
Carroll peaked at 40.
Since then, the number has declined. By 1980, there were only
20 jesuits in administration and
on faculty. Today there are 16 active members with ages ranging
from the youth of Rev. james G.
Sampson in the biology department at age 39, tO Rev. joseph
Schell, at age 80.
"jesuits just don't quit when
they get tired," Fennessy said referring to the active-as-ever 80
year-old.
Richard Clancey joined john
Carroll's English department in
1965, when Schell was president
of the school, and when jesuit
numbers were at their .peak. Today Clancey, along with several
othermembersof the faculty, have
formed the Society for Advancementof the jesuit Educational Tradition (SAJET). Clancey says the
group has enormous respect for
the society of jesus.
"It's most impressive, whether
you're Catholic or not... we want to
know how they did that, how they
became such a power," Clancey
said. "I think we have to, in order
to maintain the tradition."
Much of the University's laity
understand the importance of the
jesuit tradition at JCU as well as
theimponanceof itssurvival. But

o
most common y
Society's work in Latin America,
but more recently has cited education and dissension from more
traditional catholic teachings in
the university classroom.
The vows of the largest order in
theCatholicchurch include a special one of obedience to the pope.
At the beginning of the society's
34th General congregation in
Rome, the order's Superior General, the Very Rev. Peter-Hans
Kolvenbach, said the order has remained, "without reservation: of
the church , in the church and for
the church."
But on the horizon is Ex Corde
Ecclesiae, a work in process of detailed deliberation on who and
what should be involved in the
study of theology on Catholic college campuses. The original article requested rhat the bishop of a
university's diocese would have
firmer control over who taught in
a university's theology department, but church officials ha~e
since scaled down such requests.
But Dister has a dissenting opinion from the views of the Pope.
"If push ever came to shove, I
think the best solution would be
to run simply as a private institution," Dister said.
Any church control of theology would, "ruin our credibility as
an American university," he said.
Bur public debate on Ex: Corde
Ecclesjae is at best premature, the
document has a while togo before
any sort of Vatican approval is
bestowed. None the less, the pope
has cautioned the order against
confusing believers," by questionable teachings, by publications or
speeches clearly at variance with
the church's teachings."
Logistically, philosophically,
John Carroll University, and its 27
fellow jesuit Universities, are ap
for some big changes.

Jesuits
continued from page 1

hometown. After winning the play her talents and gifts through $10,000 in prize money and a
brand new car, wh1ch will be"very
Miss Parma pageant, she was en- pageant competition.
She has been studying the pi- useful in medical school, "Ngsaid
couraged by friends, family, and
pageant representatives to con- ano since she was six years old, she will be satisfied if she is able to
tinue to higher levels of competi- playing in numerous recitals voice support of her pageant platthroughout the years, including form .
tion.
A platform is a poIn 1991, she won the
litical, medical,orsocial
Miss Ohio T.E.E.N.
cause adopted by a con(Teens Encourage Extestant, who seeks to
cellence Nationally)
raise public awareness
pageant based onexcellence
in
talent,
of her cause during the
and
volunteerism,
pageant. Nghaschosen
scholarship. Then., Ng
to suppon a cause to
intended to take a break
wh1ch she has very pasfrom pageant competisionate and personal
tion, bur when last
ries, the need for breast
year's Miss Greater
cancer research.
Cleveland pageant ap"My mother was repeared, she thought
cently diagnosed wah
she'd tryonemoretime.
early indicauons of
Winning
Miss
breast ca nee r and that
Greater Cleveland, she
made a tremendous Imsaid, was completely
pact on me," he said. "I
d1dn't know much
unexpected.
"I encourage anyone
bout it, but wanted to
who wants to compete
spread the word. Idid a
in a pageant. I consider
lot of research a bout
it an excellent exercise
breast cancer for my
in building self-esschoolwork, and was
teem," Ng said. "I
hocked todiscover that
learned a lot about myvery linle is oncluself and other people,
sively confirmed about
I
and that opportunity Regina Ng practices for national competition.
its diagnosis."
will help me in my fuNg wants to promote
ture career. I'm hoping to enroll in those for the talent requ1rement in awareness of breast cancer <1nd
hopes that people will educate
medical school, and the experi- pageants
"1grew up with music. l had a themselves on the subJeCt.
ence that I gain about building re"h'sa verytouchyissue,butone
lationships and communicating wonderful teacher who became
with people will be some of the very close with my family," she I believe should be brought to
most important experience I can said "When itcametimeformeto everybody's attention," Ng said.
play in pageant, I wasn't nervous "It's nor only an issue for women,
use as a physician."
but for men who may confront
Besides meeting interesting at all."
Although the Miss Ohio con- brea tcancer in their sisters, Wives,
people and making new friends,
Ng appreciated the chance to dis- test winner will walk away with or mothers."
--~----·

"HELPING OTHERS THROUGH
PHYSICAL EDUCATION"

fridt11f April28tlt WtJ.smer fieltl
Mandatory Meeting for all interested
in volunteering on

SundtJif feP 12 in tltt
f11rdine R.pom tJt 9 p.m.
"Let'5 keep H.O.P.E. alive"
A..y Oueatou?
Please call Ttm Coulehan 371-1248 or Jen Shtner 397-5042
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Col'lfirmationbeari.ngs for replaament Surgeon General Henry
~Jr. have ttU'lled ~ntroversialln light of Foster's disclosure
that he has perfonntd "fewer t.ban a dozen abortioos'during his

career. Foster,agynecologist/~lahfromNashville,acknowl
edged last week t~t he~ad pertoriaed abortions in life-tbrtatenlng
cases or m. cases m whiCh the padent had been a victim of nJpe or
tncest. Thts sparked a fierce &bate from both sides of the abortion

issue. The Se!lllte, w~ere Republicans have a 53-47 advantage over
Democrats, can conftnn Foster with a simple majority.

Peru and Ecuador Continue Boarder Strife
Mac Margolis and
William R. Lon
~1995,

Los Angeles Ttmes

RIO DE JANE IRO, Brazil- As
Ecuador and Per u continued to
figh t over a dispu ted section of
their border Sunday, mediators
suspended peace talks after failing to reach a cease-fire agree ment
in s ix days of negotiation
Media tors from Brazil , the
United States,Argenrina and Chile
have d raf ted a series of cease-fi re
proposal s s ince th e ma ra thon
talks began Tuesday in Rio de

aneiro but no ~n

lf' 'l!~l-'!fl
approval. Ec uador Silld Sunday
that it needs more time to study
the latest proposa 1.
Offi cials sa id negotiations

would resume Ia te r in Brasilia, the
Brazilian capi tal.
Ecuadorea n President Six to
Duran Ball en began a tri p Sunday
to Brazil, Arge nti na and Chile to
explain his country's posit ion to
the presidents of those countries.
Pe r uv ian Preside n t Alberto
Fujimoriflewover rhe border area,
where Ecuador reported new attacks by Peruvian troops and helicopters.
" Peru via n attac ks continue
agai nst the Ecuadorean posts and
positions of Cueva de los Tayos,
Sur and Coan
ar,;inst
tergunships,"an Ecuadorean mili tary statement said. Those bases
are in a disputed area of forested
mountainswhere the borderisun-

marked.
Ecuador, which claims t hat it
has occupied its bases in the disputed area for years, has reported
Per uvian attacks nea rl y every day
since ja n. 26, wi th a total death
toll of 10 Ec uadorean sold iers.
Fujimori said Sunday t ha t 22 Per uvia ns have bee n killed.
Deputy foreign mini sters from
Ecuador and Peru and officials
from the med iating countries have
been send ing d raft documents to
the belligerent governments for
approval. Peru was ready to acce a draft a eement submitted
a-

Th e Carroll News is lookingfor
a few good World View Writers...
stop in the offi ce today.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAIN I NG CORPS

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME TilE JOB.
'I'h,ings got pretty competitive for this
Army Rare that won them over.
JOb. lmsutemycolleged~eeandgood.
You can begin to develop impressive
grades kept me m the runnmg. But m ~ leadership skills with an Army
the end 1twas th~ leadership and manRCYI'C elecllve. RegJSter now without
agement expenence I got through
obligation.

IBMYROTC
TIE SMARTEST COli FJiE
COORSE!OU CAN 'liKE.
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421

How much of the federal budget will be spent on hotly-debated
programs such as welfare and foreign aid? A lot less than the
average American estimates. According to a recent University of
~ryland IJ?Il.Americansestimate l8percent of the federal budget
IS spentto 111d foreign nations. In actuality, less than one percent of
the budget, about 14 billion dollars. goes to foreign nations. Half of
thtsgoes to bolster security, and about 65 billion dollars- 26 dollars
a year from every American-Is used for huma nita.ria nand development assistance. The amount of the budget spent on welfare depends on the definition of weUare. If every benefit is considered
'Nelfare, 15 percent, about 230 billion dollars, is budgeted. lf Medicaid is removed, the figure drops to eight percent. If only income
support and child nutrition is counted, rhe figure drops even further, to six percent.
Taco Bell has created a lighter menu that could change the face
of the fast-food market This week, Taco Bell will unveil a lower-fat
product line of ta.cos, burritos, and several other menu items. By
earlyspring.customersshould be able to request lower-fat oh.eeses,
sour cream, guacamole, and even beef. Other fast-food chains such
as McDonalds and Burger King, which have had minimal success
selling their brands of lower-fat food, are scrutinizing Taco Bell's
~uempt. !aco Bell is the trendsetter of the fast-food industry. Its
mtroductton of budget meals seven years ago was an instant success quickly assimilated into all other fast-food chains.

Welfare debate could turn
into onstituti l one
Brian Chandler
Staff Reporter

The National Governors Association held their annual winter
convention in Washington D.C.
from january 28 through the 31st.
The emphasis of the meeting was
welfare, and the role state governments should take in reforming
and distributing welfare.
The deba te on policy, in effec t,
took place much al ong part y lines.
The Repu blican Party held the majori ty of the NGA by 30 members,
to the democra t's 19. The arguments were based upon the proposal to remove many of the current federal block grants. The distribution of these grants would
give the sta tes more control over
welfare.
Michigan GOP governor john
Engler's proposal is at the heart of
this debate. This proposal, if accepted by both theNGA and Con gress, would end federal indi vidualentitlement to welfare payments. Indeed, the states would
have the right to make all eligibil ity requirements and time lim ita tions for government sponsored
welfare in their prospectivestates.
This proposal also might give the
stales an option of initiating a
work requirement. Fundingforthe
various state welfare systems
would be provided in the form of
federal block grams.
Vermont governor Howard
Dean (D), the NGA's chairman,
also submitted a welfare reform
proposal. According to Dean's proposal, eligibili t y requirements
would also be formed at the state
level. Financing of welfare systems would, like Engler's proposal,
be funded by federal money
through block grants. Dean, however, suggested th a t there be an
option of cont inu ing funding to
the Aid to Families with Dependent Children. The AFOC. the

largest federal welfare program,
costs the federal government $23
billion annually. Dean's proposal
was voted down by the GOP majority of the convention.
Some of the Democratic minorityfortheNGA claim that they are
ready to end federal entitlement
policies. Most of the Democratic
governors, however, insist on some
type of security form possi ble economic recessions. Th is protection
co uld be provided through "safety
nets", another issue which was
hotly debated at the convention.
Dean, one of the advoca tes for a
federal "safety nets" as a state, not
federal issue.
"[A safer y net] will mean the
federal government will be running the program. I think a governor of Texas can design a safety
net for Texas," states George W.
Bush of Texas.
lnconsequence,theNGAclosed
its annual convention withou t
pa ssing any for the proposa ls
placed before the governors. For a
proposal to gain the offici al en dorsement of the NGA , the submitted plan must pass a vote by at
least a three-fourths majority.
The welfa re debate is a prime
example of the growing shift of
powerf rom the federal tostategovernment. This expansion of state
power has created mixed feelings
among lawmakers.
According to new GOP Governor Tom Ridge, "The relationship
between the federal government
and sta te government need s to be
changed. The governors are sick
and tired of having to absorb t he
costs of federal programs."
Some of the Democrats, however, warn the possible dangers of
exce ssive state responsibility,
"[Will this newexchangeof power]
truly shift flexibility back to the
stares, or will it shift burdens back
to the states?"

All students who will be sophomores,
juniors or seniors may apply.

Stipend· $1,000 (plus R~om & Board)

Applications are available in the
Dean of Students Office and must be
returned to the office by 5 p.m. on
Feb. 17, 1995.

QIA: Please contact Joe Farrell, dean
of Students, lisa Heckman, director of
Student Activities or Fr. William Biehl,
assistant dean of Arts and Science
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Confirmation beari.J!gs for replacement Surgeon General Henry

fOster, Jr. have turned P,ntrovmlalin light of Foster's disclosure

that he has perfortDed "fewer than a dozen abortioos.,.guring hiS
career. Foster,agynecologist/o~lciahfromNashviDe,acknowl
edged last week t~t he bad perfOrined abortions in life,;ihieatening
cases or In cases m which the patient had been a vicdm of rape or
incest Thissparkedanercedebatefrom bothsldesoftheaborUon
issue. The Se!Ulte, where Republicans have a 53-47 advantage over
Democrats, can confirm Foster with a simple majority.

Peru and Ecuador Continue Boarder Strife
Mac Margolis and
William R. Lon
(1!)1995, Los Angeles Times

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil- As
Ecuador and Peru continued to
fight over a disputed section of
their border Sunday, mediators
suspended peace talks after fail ing to reach a cease-fire agreement
in six days of negotiation
Mediators from Brazil, the
United States,Argentina and Chile
have drafted a series of cease-fire
proposals since the marathon
talks began Tuesday in Rio de
Janeiro. but no Jllan has receiv

-

approval. Ecuador saJd Sunday
that it needs more time to study
the latest proposaL
Officials said negotiations

would resume later in Brasilia, the
Brazilian capital.
Ecuadorean President Sixto
Duran Ballen began a trip Sunday
to Brazil, Arge ntina and Chile to
explain his country's position to
the presidents of those countries.
Peruvian President Alberto
Fujimoriftewover the border area ,
where Ecuador reponed new attacks by Peruvian troops and helicopters.
"Peruvian attacks continue
against the Ecuadorean posts and
positions of Cueva de los Tayos,
Sur and Coan os ar,;inst

marked.
Ecuador, which claims that it
has occupied its bases in the disputed area for years, has re]X>rted
Peruvian attacks nearly every day
since jan. 26, with a total death
toll of 10 Ecuadorean soldiers.
Fujimori said Sunday that 22 Peruvians have been killed.
Deputy foreign ministers from
Ecuador and Peru and ofricials
from the mediatingcountries have
been sending draft documents to
the belligerent governments for
approval. Peru was ready to acce t a draf tagreement submitted

tergunsl1ips,"an Ec uadorea n military statement said. Those bases
are in a disputed area of forested
mountainswherethe border is un-

dor was ~ot

The Carroll News is loohingfor
a few good World View Writers...
stop in the office today.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE lmBVIEW.
UMY ROTC GOT ME TilE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this
Army Rare that won them over.
JOb. I'msutemycollegedegreeandgood
You can begin to develop impressive
grades kept me m the runnmg. But m ~ leadership skills w ith an Army
the end 11 was the leaderslup and manRare elective. RegLSter now without
agement expenence I got through
obhgation.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SM11111STCCIJ EGE
COOISEYOU CAN 'IUE.
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421

How much of the federal budget will be spem on hotly-debated
programs such as welfare and foreign aid? A lot less than the
average American estimates. According to a recent University of
~ryland P?llAmericansestlmate l8percentof the federal budget
JS spenttollld foreign nations. In actuality, less than one percent of
th~ budget, about 14 billion dollars, goes to foreign nations. Half of
th1sgoes to bolster security, and about 6.5 billion dollars- 26 dollars
a year from every American-Is used for humanitarian and development assistance. The amount of the budget spent on welfare de·
~nds on the definition of welfare. Hevery benefit is considered
welfare, I5 percent, about 230 billion dollars, is budgeted. lf Medicaid is removed, the figure drops to eight percent. If only income
support and child nutrition is coumed, the figure drops even further, to six percent.
Taco Bell has created a lighter menu that could change the face
of the fast-food market This week, Taco Bell will unveil a lower-fat
product line of tacos, burritos, and several other menu items. By
early spring. customers should be able to request lower-fat cheeses,
sour cream, guacamole, and even beef. Other fast-food chains such
as McDonalds and Burger King. which have had minimal success
selling their brands of lower-fat food, are scrutinizing Taco Bell's
~ttempt Taco Bell is the trendsetter of the fast-food industry. Its
mtrod.uctlon of budget meals seven years ago was an instant suc·
cess quickly assimilated into all other fast-food chains.

Brian Chandler
Staff Reporter

The National Governors Association held their annual winter
convention in Washington D.C.
from january 28 through the 31st.
The emphasis of the meeting was
welfare, and the role state governments should take in reforming
and distributing welfare.
The debate on policy, in effect,
took place much along party lines.
The Republican Party held the majority of the NGA by 30 members,
to the democrat's 19. The arguments were based upon the proposal to remove many of the currentfederal block grants. The distribution of these grants would
give the states more control over
welfare.
Michigan GOP governor John
Engler's proJX>sal is at the heart of
th is debate. This proposal, if accepted by both the NGA and Congress, would end federal individualentitlement to welfare payments. Indeed, the states would
have the right to make all eligibility requirements and time limitations for government sponsored
welfare in their prospective states.
ThisproJX>salalso mightgivethe
states an option of initiating a
work requirement. Fundingforthe
various state welfare systems
would be provided in the form of
fed era I block grants.
Vermont governor Howard
Dean (D), the NGA's chairman,
also submitted a welfare reform
proposal According to Dean's proposal, eligibility requirements
would also be formed at the state
leveL Financing of welfare systems would, like Engler's proJX>sa I,
be funded by federal money
through block grants. Dean, however, suggested that there be an
option of continuing funding tO
the Aid to Families with Dependent Children. The AFDC, the

largest federal welfare program,
costs the federal government $23
billionannually. Dean'sproposal
was voted down by the GOP majority of the convention.
Some of the Democratic minority fort he NGA claim that they are
ready to end fede ral entitlement
policies. Most of the Democratic
governors, however, insist on some
type of security form possible economic recessions. This protection
could be provided through "safety
nets", another issue which was
hotly debated at the convention.
Dean,one of the advocates for a
federal "safety nets" as a state, not
fed era I issue.
"{A safety net) will mean the
federal government will be running the program. I think a governor of Texas can design a safety
net for Texas," states George W.
Bush of Texas.
In consequence, the NGA closed
its annual convention wi thout
passing any for the proposals
placed before the governors. For a
proposal to gain the official endorsement of the NGA, the submitted plan must pass a vote by at
least a three-fourths majority.
The welfare debate is a prime
example of the growing shif t of
JX>Werf rom the federal to state government. This expansion of state
power has created mixed feelings
among lawmakers.
According to new GOP Governor Tom Ridge, "The relationship
between the federal government
and state government needs to be
changed. The governors are sick
and tired of havi ng to absorb the
costs of federal programs."
Some of the Democrats, however, warn the JX>ssible da ngers of
excessive state responsibil ity,
"{Will this new exchangeof JX>Werl
truly shift flexibility back to the
states, or will it shift burdens back
to the states?"

All students who will be sophomores,
juniors or seniors may apply.
Stipend· $1,000 (plus Room & Board)

Applica1ions are available in the
Dean of Students Office and must be
retumed to the office by 5 p.m. on
Feb. 17, 1995.

Q&A: Please contact Joe Farrell, dean
of Students, lisa Heckman, director of
Student Activities or Fr. William Biehl,
assistant dean of Arts and Science
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Grammy Spotlight Sheryl Crow Coming Attractions

The Runner Stumbles
examines separation
of Church and fate

Make it Tuesday night every night of the week

Andrew Schlegelmilch
Staff Reporter

Karen Obrzut

The Runn er Sturn blestakes place pnmari l y
in a courtroom with flashbacks to guide
Love is patient, love is kind ... it does not the audience through the poignant story.
rejoice over wrongdoing but rejoices with
Guay emphasizes that although he has
truth. It bears all things, believes aI! th1 ngs, always "loved murder mysteries and courthopes allt hi ngs, endures all things.
room dramas," he was drawn to this pro1 Cor.13: 4,6,7 duction more so because it examines how a
As perhaps one of the most enigmatic, man and woman of the Church deal with
powerful and all-encompassing girts that their powerful emotions in the face of forlife has to offer, love has been called the bidden love.
force that "conquers all." But what happens
"These characters are very lonely people
when one love, which manifests itself with differing views on God,"Guayexplains.
Mkha.eiJaiT'I(S
through a commitment with God, comes "They are falling in love. There is a lot of
The cast of The Runner Stumbles, from left to right: (seated) Rebbecca
into conflict with another kind of love- anger and confusion."
Biddiscombe, Christine Castro, April Di Franco, (standing) Bob Attenweiler, Neil P.
one shared between a man and woman?
The production, which debuted on Ryan, Jom Kovatch, Ed Armbruster, and Joseph Kilbane. Not pictured: Anne
This question becomes the central theme Broadway in 1976, revolvesaround four prinSertich.
of Milan Stitt's The RunnerStumb!es,which cipal c.haracters: Father Rivard, Sister Rita,
premieres at john Carroll University in the Mrs. Shandig and Toby Felker.
worker runs into red tape and realizes he
Rounding out the cast arejuniors Neil P.
Marinello Little Theatre (RecPlex) on
Guay says that The Runner Stumbles is cannot make a difference."
Ryan (Monsignor), Rebecca Biddiscombe
Enter Sister Rita, played by Freshma n CErna), April DiFranco (Louise) and John
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • based
realism,
yet it ison
filled
with Christine Castro. Guay describes Rita as a Kovatch (Amos); and Sophomore Ed
••.The Runner Stumbles Is based on
expressionism be- young, spirited woman who believes what Armbruster (Prosecutor}
cause it takes Rivard used to believe-that God is all about
Guay says that he is enthusiastic about
realism, yet it is filled with
place in Rivard's love and understanding. "Her beliefs make working with a young cast of actors. "I have
mind-his him re-evaluate himself,"Guay add s, but as very amb itious people.There are no seniors
expressionism.•.lt takes place in
thoughts, dreams the two become closer, frustration and an- in the cast. When you have a younger cast,
ger set in when Rivard realizes he must they appreciate the opportuni ty (to
and reflections.
Rivard's mind--his thoughts, dreams
Rivard, played deny his feelings for Rita.
perform) ... they want to be here."
Watching over this tempestuous situaby Sophomore
Sponsored by thej CUCommunications
and reflections.
Bob Attenweiler, tion is Rivard's devoted housekeeper Mrs. Department, The Runner Stumbles also
is a "man who Shandig, played by junior Anne Sertich. runs Feb.l7, 18, 23, 24 and 25 at 8 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. l6 at 8 p.m. The production wants to be compassionate, but he has been "She is a very strong character," Guay exGuay says that he hopes people will
is a psychological drama based on the ac- trained nono be through his many years of pla ins. "Shefeels for Father Rivard. She sees think about what they've watched and not
tual turn of thecenturytrial for the murder deali ngwi th the Church hierarchy," accord- him hurting, and she doesn't like that."
view the production as scandalous; rather,
of a nun in Michigan, and it marks the di- ingtoGuay.
And assisting Rivard as he recalls the see these characters as struggling, unfulrectorial debut of Carroll senior joseph M.
"!Rivard] has gone through so many events leading to the murder is Toby Felker, filled human beings. "!Theplayldeals with
Guay.
changes in his faith," he continues. "The the priest'samiable defense attorney, played a controversial issue, but l don't think it's a
As a priest stands accused of the murder, hierarchy is kind of like when a social by Freshman joseph Kilbane.
controversial play," he adds.
Entertainment Editor

In this age of semi-talented instrumentalists and less-than-adequately talented singers, it is
re freshing to hear a singer like
Sheryl Crow Her debut release,
TuesdayNightMt.sicClub (A&:M
Records) mixes beauty, class, and
an exceptional amount of talent
ina slim CD.
Thetrack"Run,Baby, Run"does
an excellent job of drawing the
inqu isitive listener into its web.
"Sing, Sheryl, sing· is all! can say
as she pours her heart and soul
into this song. A simple piano;
guitar metod y, easy percussion,
and bass rhythm act as backup to
the main attraction: Sheryl's voice.
Next, a catchy drumbeat gives
away the nex t song as the popular
rad io hit, "Leaving Las Vegas."
Fancy guitar playing and male
backups combine to give this song
an unconventional sound.
It is not of ten that modern and
alternative music forms use the
combination of female leads with
male backing voices. This song
raises an important question ,
"Why not?" This could be a turning point.
As a side note, Crow also has
excellent stage presence. Earlier
this year she near! y stole the show
when she opened for Crowded
House at the Agora. More of an
unknown act at the time, the
crowd seemed to love not only her

when situated among the other
songs.
"We Do What We Can" truly
explores the boundaries of beauty
and inspiration in modern music.
The listener can easily see Crow
stretched across a pianowhileshe
is magnificently si nging about a
father trying to make ends meet
as a jazz mus ician, a dying profession. Wendell Crow, Sheryl's father, actually plays the trumpet
for this one. As a fellow trumpet
player, I can only say that the performance is spectacular.
With the amount of emotion
and attitude that pours from this
album, the listener cannot help
but wonder if some, or even all, of
these songs were inspired by personal experience. Whatever the
case, it only took one run-through
of the CD to gain my interest and
a second one to get hooked. There
is something in her songs that
speaks to a wide variety of people.
In her final selection, "I Shall
Believe," yet another side of Crow
and her studio band is revealed.
Crow delicately begins this song
withasolo/duetcombination. An
obvious, yet insignificant, melody
respectfully keeps its distance as
Crow's voice rises and falls in intensity and passion.
The passion comes into play
when she sings the title, "I Shall
Believe," repeatedly. I am convinced that she means it every
time.

Art
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents A Passwnfor Antiqui·
tics: Ancient Art from the Collection of Barbara and Lawrence
FltiSchman.. Wednesday, Feb.l6 through Sunday. April 23. The
exhibition features private collections of Greek, Etruscan and Roman art. Approximately 200 intimate works will be on exhibit.
including marble and bronze sculptures, wall paintings, terra·
cotta vases and other vessels. and gold and silver jewelry.
ln conjunction with the exhibition, the Museum and the Great

Lakes Theatre Festival are sponsonng a free evening of classical
poetry and drama. Wednesday. Feb. 22

For further information

about A Passion for Antiquities llld/or futu.\'4 a~ publi¥prtt:

grams. contact the ~at 4.a1·73tt0.

The Ohio Ballet presents the world premiere of a collaborative
work by Internationally renowned composer Libby Larsen and
Ohio Ballet dancer luc Vanier, as part of the Wtnter Performance
SerlesinAkron'sE.J. Thomas Hali,Feb.lOand 11. Therewtllalsobe
a performance at Cleveland's Ohio Theatre (Playhouse Square),
Feb.l7 and 18.
joining this premiere will be Paul Taylor's controversial modern
dance Big .Bertha, and artistic director Heinz Poll's Concerto Grosso
and -~""~m••rftliuhl
In

Romance discovered Before Sunrise
Christopher M. Green
Staff Reporter
0

Sponsored by:
Students In
Free Enterprise
(SIFE)

music,buther down-to-eanhpersonality. She made at least one
devoted fan that evening.
I always say that you must respect any group that can successfully use the accordion and/or organ in at least one of their songs.
Not only does Crow use an organ
as one of the main m.elodymakers
in "Solidify," but she accompanies
ir with bongos and a neo-funk
guitar melody that play together
like nice little children--so sweet.
This song also employs a "neverget-tired-of -it" rhythm and
melody which illuminate it
among its bright cohorts.
"NoOne Said It Would Be Easy"
should grab the heart of your
country music-lovin'roommates.
A watery guitar blended with an
acousticalguitarcreatea laid back
and relaxed effect. For country
lovers, this song could be described as "lazy." How she mixes
these two styles is beyond me, but
youcanbesurethateveryonewill
join in the chorus after hearing it a
few times. This could be a possible campfire song in the capable
hands of some gifted campcounselor.
"Hit it," says Crow, as she gets
"AlllWannaDo"going. This song
is about getting a little fun out of
lifebeforeyoudie.lsthatsowrong?
For those individuals who have
already gotten tired of this song
from radio overplay, letmejustsay
that it takes on a different light

expl

iO

S(X\.:IlU.. J:.I

fects.justa plain ol'romantic film.
Is it possible to have the most
wonderful time in your life all in
one night? Yes it is.
jesse(Ethan Hawke) arid Celine
Qulie Delpy) meet on a tr ain
headed through Europe, but each
with different intentions. When a
couple, sitting next to Celine, begin to argue nonstop, Celine finds
a seat elsewhere.
It just so happens that she
chooses the seat across the aisle
from Jesse. And that is when the
magic begins.
From the moment the two characters gaze into each other's eyes,
their natural chemistry begins to
takeover. They speak about everything from Jesse's philosophical
thoughts on life and death to
Celine's stories about her grandmother.
At first, the two appear ner-

vouslyanracted toeachother;but
after a fe w minutes, jesse and
el'
couple.
comes
when the train arrives at jesse's
stop--Vienna. Afterjesseexitsthe
train, he feverishly returns to ask
Celine if she would mind spending the night in Vienna with him,
just to keep him company until
his flight leaves the next morning.
She says yes, and the rest is magical.
The most appealing thing
about this film is that it does not
need any special effects to succeed.
Dialogue and chemistry carry the
film all the way through.
The entire night they spend
together is filled with somewhat
meaningless conversation. Both
jesse and Celine are extremely attracted to each other, but never
really express their feelings. jesse
goes off on his philosophical
analogies of the meaning of life
and death, and what the word

"love" truly means. Ce\ine, on the
other hand, is deep into life and
from the set of Reality Bites with
his wrinkled clothes, leather
jacket, and ever-present greasy
hair. All of these work together to
make him one of the more popular young actors in Hollywood today. Adding Before Sunrise to his
resume, w hichalso includes Alive,
won't hurt his reputation at all.
This is just the perfect role for
Hawke to prove he can handle a
more serious type of role.
Director Richard Linklater
(Dazed and Confused, Slalur)
shows that there is still room for
romantic films in Hollywood today.
The c hem is try and magic
Linklater creates is brilliant. He
proves that movies don't need big
names or big action to be successful. Hollywood needs more romantic comedies like this one.

Cleveland Public Theatre presents Hellc:ali, a unique combinationof comedy and real-lifedrama.Feb.lOthroughMarch26. The
performances begin at 8 p.m.. Thursday through Saturday Jlld at
7 p.m. on Sunday.
Will Kern , a former cab driver. bas
constructed his
vtgnettes,someno longer than

boursofthe

lO

2 0 6 8 0 North Park Boulevard
"L7r.t.iversi1:y Heis:h1:s, Ohio 44118

321-7272
The walt Disney Company

Kulas
Auditorium
Thursday 2/9 • 8 p.m. Friday 2/1 0 • 8 p.m.
Saturday 2/11 • 8 p.m.

Sunday 2/12 • 2 p.m. a 8 p.m.

All evening performances, $3.00 • Sunday matinee, $2.00

HAPPY HOUR
Mon.-Fri. 3 p.m.-7 p.m.&: Sat.12 p.rn.-7 p.m. (cafe only)
22oz. Big Buds &: Big Bud Light Specials
15¢ Wings-Mon. & Tues. 7 p.m.-close
'We offer an array of sauces anti toppings for pas ta as we({ as pizza.
'Tfie menu a{so induits great sa{atfs, ca{zone, 6urgers, appetizers, cliick:Jn, veaC
eggplant, anrl santfwiclies, from tN.e' tratfitiona{ to tfie creative .

rraste tfie difference!

Within walking distance of campus

1 "Munchy
I Control"
1 1 Cheesesticks
1I 1 Breadsticks

1-14" Large 1 2-14" Large 1
One Topping I Two Topping I

I 2 Cans of Coke

I Additional I
Toppings $.95 I Toppings $.95 I
I
I

I

$5.50

I

I
I

Pizza

$6.50

I
I

Pizza

1 $13.95

1

Additional

:A.A:A:
.J
-----I NN vQ)i4 w lh

1 <Ill)' olhcr cwpoo.
Valid lhru February 28. 1m.

~-----

JI

Not valid \ltllh any Olher coupon
Valid lhru February 28. 19'15.

Not nlid with any other coupon..
Valid lh111 February 28. 19'15.

--~---
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Grammy Spotlight: Sheryl Crow Coming Attractions

The Runner Stumbles
examines separation
of Church and fate

Make it Tuesday night every night of the week

Andrew Schlegelmilch
Staff Reporter

Karen Obrzut

The Runner Stumblestakesplace primarily
Entertainment Editor
in a courtroom with flashbacks to guide
Love is patient, love is kind ...it does not the audience through the poignant story.
rejoice over wrongdoing but rejoices with
Guay emphasizes that although he has
truth. It bears all things, believes all things, always"loved murder mysteriesandcounhopes all things, endures all things.
room dramas," he was drawn to this pro1Cor.13'4,6,7 duction more so because it examines how a
As perhaps one of the most enigmatic, man and woman of the Church deal with
powerful and all-encompassing gifts that their powerful emotions in the face of forlife has to offer, love has been called the bidden love.
force that"conquersaiL" But what happens
"These characters are very lone! y people
when one love, which manifests itself with differing viewson God,"Guayexplains.
through a commitment with God, comes "They are falling in love. There is a lot of
into conflict with another kind of love- anger and confusion."
one shared between a man and woman?
The production, which debuted on
This question becomes the central theme Broadway in 1976, revolves around four prinof Milan Stiu's The Runner Stumbles, which cipal characters: Father Rivard, Sister Rita,
premieres at John Carroll University in the Mrs. Shand ig and Toby Felker.
Marinello Little Theatre (RecPlex) on
Guay
says that The Runner
is
_________________
..;._;..___
based Stumbles
on realism,
yet it is filled with
expressionism because it takes
realism, yet it Is filled with
place in Rivard's
mind-his
expressionism.•.Jt takes place in
thoughts, dreams
and reflections.
Rivard's mind--his thoughts, dreams
Rivard, played
by Sophomore
and reflections.
Bob Attenweiler,
is a "man who
Thursday, Feb.l6 at 8 p.m. The production wants to be compassionate, but he has been
is a psychological drama based on the ac- trained not to be through his many years of
tual turn of thecentury trial for the murder dealing with the Church hierarchy,"accordof a nun in Michigan, and it marks the di- ingtoGuay.
rectorial debut of Carroll senior joseph M.
"!Rivard! has gone through so many
Guay.
changes in his faith," he continues. "The
As a prieststandsaccusedof the murder, hierarchy is kind of like when a social

.•.The Runner Stumbles Is based on
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Michatljames

The cast of The Runner Stumbles, from left to right: (seated) Rebbecca
Biddiscombe, Christine Castro, April Di Franco, (standing) Bob Attenweiler, Neil P.
Ryan, Join Kovatch, Ed Armbruster, and Joseph Kilbane. Not pictured: Ame
Sertich.
worker runs into red tape and realizes he
cannot make a difference."
Enter Sister Rita, played by Freshman
Christine Castro. Guay describes Rita as a
young, spirited woman who believes what
Rivard used to believe-that God is all about
love and understanding. "Her beliefs make
him re-evaluate himself," Guay adds, but as
the two become closer, frustration and anger set in when Rivard realizes he must
deny his feelings for Rita.
Watching over this tempestuous situation is Rivard's devoted housekeeper Mrs.
Shandig, played by junior Anne Sertich.
"She is a very strong character," Guay expia ins. "Shefeels for Father Rivard. She sees
him hurting, and she doesn't like that."
And assisting Rivard as he recalls the
events leading to the murder is Toby Felker,
the priest'samiable defense attorney, played
by Freshman joseph Kilbane.

Rounding out the cast are juniors Neil P
Ryan (Monsignor), Rebecca Biddiscombe
(Erna), April DiFranco (Louise) and John
Kovatch (Amos); and Sophomore Ed
Armbruster (Prosecutor).
Guay says that he is enthusiastic about
working with a young cast of actors. "I have
very ambitious people.There are no seniors
in the cast. When you have a younger cast,
they appreciate the opportunity (to
perform)... they want to be here."
Spcnsored by thejCU Communications
Department, The Runner Stumbles also
runs Feb 17,18, 23, 24 and 25 at 8 p.m.
Guay says that he hopes people will
think about what they've watched and not
view the production as scandalous; rather,
see these characters as struggling, unfulfilled human beings. "IT he play! deals with
a controversial issue, but l don't think it's a
controversial play," he adds.

Sponsored by:
Students In
Free Enterprise
{SIFE)

ln this age of semi-talented instrumentalists and less-than-adequately talented singers, it is
refreshing to hear a singer like
Sheryl Crow. Her debut release,
Tuesday Night Music Club (A & M
Records) mixes beauty, class, and
an exceptional amount of talent
in a slim CD.
The track "Run, Baby,Run" does
an excellent job of drawing the
inquisitive listener into its web.
"Sing, Sheryl, sing" is aIll can say
as she pours her heart and soul
into this song. A simple piano/
guitar melody, easy percussion,
and bass rhythm act as backup to
the main attraction: Sheryl's voice.
Next, a catchy drumbeat gives
away the next song as the popular
radio hi t, "Leaving Las Vegas."
Fancy guitar playing and male
backupscombine to give this song
an unconventional sound.
It is not of ten that modern and
alternative music forms use the
combination of female leads with
male backing voices. This song
raises an important question,
"Why not?" This could be a turning point.
As a side note, Crow also has
excellent stage presence. Earlier
this year she nearly stole the show
when she opened for Crowded
House at the Agora. More of an
unknown act at the time, the
crowd seemed to love not only her

music,butherdown-to-earthpersonality. She made at least one
devoted fan that evening.
I always say that you must respect any group that can successfully use the accordion and/or organ in at least one of their songs.
Not only does Crow use an organ
asoneofthemainmelodymakers
in "Solidify." but she accompanies
it with bongos and a neo-funk
guitar melody that play together
like nice little children--so sweet.
This song also employs a "neverget-tired-of-it" rhythm and
melody which illuminate it
among its bright cohorts.
"NoOne Said It Would Be Easy"
should grab the heart of your
country music-lovin ' roommates.
A watery guitar blended with an
acousticalguitarcreatea laid back
and relaxed effect. For country
lovers, this song could be described as "lazy." How she mixes
these two styles is beyond me, but
you can be sure that everyone will
join in the chorus after hearing ita
few times. This could be a pessiblecampfiresongin the capable
hands of some gifted campcounselor.
"Hit it," says Crow, as she gets
"Alii Wanna Do" going. This song
is about getting a little fun out of
lifebeforeyoudie.lsthatsowrong?
For those individuals who have
already gotten tired of this song
fromradiooverplay,letmejustsay
that it takes on a different light

when situated among the other
songs.
"We Do What We Can" truly
explorestheboundariesofbeauty
and inspiration in modern music.
The listener can easily see Crow
stretched across a pianowhileshe
is magnificently smging about a
father trying to make ends meet
as a jazz musician, a dyingprofession. Wendell Crow, Sheryl's father, actually plays the trumpet
for th1s one. As a fellow trumpet
player,lcanonlysaythat the performance is spectacular.
With the amount of emotion
and attitude that pours from this
album, the listener cannot help
but wonder if some, or even all, of
these songs were inspired by personal experience. Whatever the
case,it only took one run-through
of the CD to gain my interest and
asecondonetogethooked. There
is something in her songs that
speaks to a wide variety of people.
In her final selection, "I Shall
Believe," yet another side of Crow
and her studio band is revealed.
Crow delicately begins this song
with a solo/duet combination. An
obvious, yet insignificant, melody
respectfully keeps its distance as
Crow's voice rises and falls in intensity and passion.
The passion comes into play
when she sings the title, "I Shall
Believe," repeatedly. I am convinced that she means it every
time.

Art
TheClevdand Museum of An presents A Passion for Antiqwi·
ties: Ancient Art from the Collection of Barbara and Lawrence
Fleischman., Wednesday, Feb. 16 through Sunday, April 21 The
exhibition features private collections of Greek, Etruscan and Roman art. Approxtmately 200 intimate works will be on exhibit.
Including marble and bronze sculptures, wall paintings, terracotta vases and other vessels. and gold and silver jewelry.
In conjunction with the exhibition, the Museum and the Great
Lakes Theatre Festival are sponsoring a free evening of classical
poetry and drama. Wednesday, Feb. 22. for further infonnatiOJ;l
about A Passionlor Antiqtdtits and/cr fu~.r.da* ~~Pf'.lt
grams,comact the ~..a1·7Jf0.

The Ohio Ballet presents the world premiere of a collaborative
\\Uk by internationally renowned composer Libby Larsen and
Ohio Ballet dancer Luc Vanier. as part of tht Winter Performance
SerlesinAkron\;E.j. ThomasHall,Feb.lOand 11. Therewtlhlsobe
a performance at Cleveland's Ohio Theatre (Playhouse Square),
Feb.l7 and 18.
joining thisnr.•mil"rPwill be Paul Taylor's controversial modern
artistic director Heinz Poll's Concerto Grosso
dance Big Bert
and Summer

In bot)\

Romance discovered Before Sunrise
Christopher M. Green
Staff Reporter
0 ex.plosi
fects.Justa plain ol'romantic film .
Is it possible to have the most
wonderful time in your life all in
one night? Yes it is.
Jesse (Ethan Hawke) arid Celine
(julie Delpy) meet on a train
headed through Europe, but each
with different intentions. When a
couple, sitting next to Celine, begin to argue nonstop, Celine finds
a seat elsewhere.
It just so happens that she
chooses the seat across the aisle
from jesse. And that is when the
magic begins.
From the moment the two characters gaze into each other's eyes,
their natural chemistry begins to
take over. They speak about everything from jesse's philosophical
thoughts on life and death to
Celine's stories about her grandmother.
At first, the two appear ner-

vously attracted toeachother; but "love" truly means. Celine, on the
after a few minutes , jesse and other hand, is deep into life and
Celi a
r ?.~~:!~~~~-J~tf!~~~~tJ!i~~~~~
couple.Theirfirst
comes
when the train arrives at jesse's from the set of Reality Bites with
stop--Vienna. Afterjesseexitsthe his wrinkled clothes, leather
train, he feverishly returns to ask jacket, and ever-present greasy
Celine if she would mind spend- hair. All of these work together to
ing the night in Vienna with him, make him one of the more pcpujust to keep him company until lar young actors in Hollywood tohis flight Leaves the next morning. day. Adding Before Sunrise to his
She says yes, and the rest is magi- resume, whichalsoi ncludes Alive,
won't hurt his reputation at all.
cal.
The most appealing thing This is just the perfect role for
about this film is that it does not Hawke to prove he can handle a
need any special effects to succeed. more serious type of role.
Director Richard Linklater
Dia logueand chemistry carry the
(Dazed and Confused, Slaker)
film all the way through.
The entire night they spend shows that there is still room for
together is filled with somewhat romantic films in Hollywood tomeaningless conversation. Both day.
The chemistry and magic
Jesse and Celine are extremely atLink
later creates is brilliant. He
tracted to each other, but never
really express their feelings jesse proves that movies don't need big
goes off on his philosophical names or big action to be successanalogies of the meaning of life ful. Hollywood needs more roand death, and what the word mantic comedies like this one.

Cleveland Public Theatre presents.Hellcali, a un~ue combinationof comedy andreal-lifedrama,Feb.lOthroughMarch26. The
at 8 p.m., Thursday through Saturday Jnd at
performances
7 p.m. on
Will Kern , a former cab driver, has
constructed
longer than
to

20680 ~orth Park Boulevard
University Heights. Ohio 44118

3.21-7272
The walt Disney Co!T1l<lfly

Kulas
Auditorium
Thursday 2/9 • 8 p.m. Friday 2/1 0 • 8 p.m.

Sunday 2/12 • 2 p.m. a 8 p.m.
All evening performances, S3.00 • Sunday matinee, $2.00
Saturday 2/11 • 8 p.m.

HAPPY HOUR
Mon.-Fri. 3 p.rn.-7 p.m. & Sat.l2 p.rn.-7 p.m. (cafe only)
22oz. Big Buds & Big Bud Light Specials
15¢ Wings-Mon. & Tues. 7 p.m.-close
'We offer an array of sauces and toppings for pasta as we£{ as pizza.
'The menu a{so incluaes great sa[aas, ca[zone, 6urgers, appetizers, cliic~n, vea(,
eggpfant, ant! sanawicfies, from tfie trat!itionaC to tfie creative.

rra.ste tlie difference!
Within walking distance of campus

1 "Munchy 1 1-14" Large 1 2-14" Large 1
I Control" I One Topping I Two Topping I
1 I Cheesesticks I
1
I

Pizza

I 1 Breadsticks I
I 2 Cans of Coke 1

I

$5.50

I

I

Pizza

$6.50

1I

$13.95

Additional

I

Additional

1
1

1
I

I Toppings $.95 I Toppings $.95 I
I
I
I

:aiii•.:A:A:
.J
J
I

N~ valid \lillh any Olhcr rou.poo. l

I

Valid lhru rcbnwy 2ti, l99}.

~-----

------ -----Noc ..,.&Jid Wlth any othefroupon.
Vllhd lluu fet>Nary 28. 1995

I Not _valld with any other COUI'IOO- I
Val•d lhru Feonwy 28. 1995 .

.J
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may be the number one (OU~e of
inAmeri(o.

ADS

treats everyone the ~orne: lu(k hos nothing to do with it ...

John Carroll
AIDS Awareness Week
Februrary 12-17
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Aspiring entrepreneurs must take risks
Grant Cleveland
Staff Reporter

The first decisions many aspiring entrepreneurs have to make is
what business the,y should enter,
and how to fund their business.
The six jCU alumni entrepreneurs in this series entered a busi ness they ei ther had experience
in, or knew something about. Also,
most of them had to fund part of
their venture themselves before receiving any additional money.

Picking a business
The majority of the six entrepreneurs said experience in their
particular business was a criterion they had before buying their
respective businesses.
Before Mark Hauserman ,owner
of The Knigh t Hauserman Group,
LTD, in Cleveland, bought pan of
this firm which sells high style
executive furnishings, he hired a
consultant to advise him as to
what business he should buy.
The consultant "looked at different segments o( industry and
how much it cost to run different
companies," Hauserman said.
Because Hauserman already
knew a lot about the firm he was
working for, the consultant recommended that Hauserman buy
part of that company.
"It [the business! fit [me] pretty
well because it allowed me to use
the experience l [had! acquired in
the field," Hauserman said .
Norbert O'Brien also bought
into a business in which he had
ex perience, his father's com pany.
O'Brien and his three brothers
bought the O'Brien Brass Com-

pany located in Twinsburg, Ohio.
"I knew everything about the
business-cash flow, markets,
sales, and profitability, I ran it for
ten years," he said.
Linda Cappelli-O'Brien, who
ownsandoperatesacateringbusiness, had worked in her parents'
restaurant for years before open-

William Skaryd, CPA, opened his
own firm .
1 put everything l had into the
business, it was total risk,"Skarydsaid
Skaryd's former firm was very
cooperative, he said, and even referred clients to him, which made
the risky transition easier.
"If the business failed , I would
have been
able to get
a job, but
ent •re•pren•eur
one who orga-~izes. manages,
every and asslJlles the risks of a
thing
I
business or enterprise
had would
have been
gone," he
said.
So me
ing Capelli's Party Center. Her ex- entrepreneurs, like Cappelliposure to the many parts of the OBrien, sold personal assets in orrestaurant business prepared her der to open a business.
for thechallengesshe found while
"I took tons of risk and [!]hoped
running her own catering busi- my family and support systems
ness.
were there for me," Cappelli"My choice was natural be- O'Brien said.
cause I was raised in the restauShe used money from selling a
ra nt business," she said.
service station her husband
Funding and Risk
owned and she borrowed money
Ano ther concern which aspir- from a bank in order to start her
ing entrepreneurs have to address catering business.
is how to obtain the necessary
"If you're not willing to take a
fu ndi ng. One thing all six entre- risk, then don 't start a business,"
preneurs had in common is that Cappelli-O'Brien added.
they had to provide funding for all
Since O'Brien bought the busiof their respective businesses be- nessfrom his father, he used a form
fore banksorotherouts1desources of a leveraged buyout. "We were
considered loaning them money.
using the assets of the corporation
aturally, the greater the pro- to pay for assets," he said. O'Brien
portion of the entrepreneur's per- and his brothers used profits£ rom
sonal assets used to start a busi- the company to pay hisfather back
ness, the higher the risk becomes. after acquiring the business.
After working for a certified
O'Brien said that his risk was
public accounting (CPA) firm , small , nOLonly because he had no

e n
e p r e
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Tuesday, continued

Sunday, February 1Z
• AIDS Mass
10:30 p.m. St. Francis Chapel
Fr. Richie Salmi, Celebrant

Monday, February 13
• "HIV 101 "-Real Life Experiences
6:30 p.m. Murphy Hall Lobby
• "Philadelphia"
9 p.m. Kulas Auditorium
• AIDS Quilt On Display
11-5 p.m. Murphy Room

Tuesday, February 14
• "How HIV Affects You,
The College Student"
5:15 p.m. Jardine Room

• AIDS Quilt On Display
12-6 p.m. Murphy Room

Wednesday, February 15
• "Voices"
Dramatic Reading
11 :30 -1 p.m.
Atrium
• "Red Ribbons, Anyone ... "
2 Ad Play
7 p.m. Wolf and Pot

Thursday, February 16
• "Living with HIV"
Panel Discussion
6:30p.m.
Faculty Dining Room

Food Drive - All Week: for the Greater Cleveland Aids.
Taskforce Bins will be located in the Recreation Center,
Administration Building and Science Center.
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on campus
CALL 397-INFO
Student Activities
Information Line

personal stake in the acquisition,
but because he "knew everything
about the business," he said.
For Constance Atkins, starting
a business right out of college was
the way to go. She owns Atkins'
Professional Advantage in Cleveland Ohio, a firm which teaches
business techniques.
"I wrote down what I knew a
lot about, and got into that field,"

she said.
Atkins, however, utilized a
unique method to secure fundingshe sold her life insurance policy.
Her risk was limited as she did
not put everything she personally
owned into the business, and her
husband was employed when she
began the business, she said.

Thenextarticlewilldiscuss hiring practices used in these businesses.

Versatility key to employment
Kelly Dick
When asked what attracted
them to john Carroll University's
Career Information Night, company representatives gave many
similar answers. "The level of professional ism among the students,"
and "Carroll knows howtogroomstudents," were among their responses.
This past MondayjCU studems
were given the opportunity to introduce themselves and receive
information about 55 companies,
whocameroC:uroll rodiscussthe
possibilities of internships and
employment after graduation.
Although many of thejob fields
represen ted such as marketing,
management, and financial services are geared toward business
students,thema.JOrityof company
representatives were quick to add
that they are open to strong students from any discipline.
"We like to see business backgrounds, but it's not a prerequi site," said Ann Kane, a Banking
Center Manager for Fifth Third
Bank. She added that her com-

bers, good communication
skills...and above all, someone
who's rational.'
When asked what is i mportam
for students to make themselves
marketable, Pompili said that internships are key.
"It shows that they [students]
know what happens beyond the
University border."
To prepare for Career Information Night,a presentation entitled,
"How to Get the Most Out of Career Information Night," was held
last Thursday, Feb. 2.
Heather Tucker, Murphy llall
Director and ca reer information
volunteer, directed the presenrationandgaveadviceon approaching company representatives.
She recommends a follow-up
after meeting with the company's
representative, in the form of a
thank-you letter or interview request.
"It will make you stand
out...that's the way that you're going to get the job from Career In formation Night."
Tucker sa1d that Care •r In for

and wel!-roun ed students.
Neil Christensen, Divisional
Merchandise
Manager for
Dillard's, emphasizes strong work
experience, balanced with academics as a priority when hiring.
"We look for something om of
the ordinary, especially where
theydidsomethingentrepreneurial- where students went out and
knocked on some doors," he said.
Metropolitan Life Group Representative EugenePompili placed
a strong emphasis on cer ta inski lls
rather than any one major.
"We hire from any discipline,"
Pompili said. "But there are certain ski lis needed -a feel for num-

in any major or year.
Senior Michele Cantamessa,
who attended Career Information
Night both as a jumor and semor,
said that for juniors, the evening is
especially helpful in finding out
about internship opportunities.
"I think it's very good for underclassmen to come," she said. "It
helps [them! to meet people and ...
find out what[they're]lookingfor.'
Senior political science major
and business minor Mark Daniel
Delaney offers this advice: "When
you're looking for a job, always
keep your mind open to many caree r opportunities, since many
people change careers."

Staff Reporter

•••
"YouR CAMpus FloRisT"
Order flower.s for Sp&ctf:tl t ve11t.s Todt11f1

2661 Warrensville Cen~er RJ.
Untversily Heighls. Obio 441f8
932-7550
•own.ea 'B!f M.icfr.a.e[ 'Day JC'll Jlt[um.nus •
•10% 'Discount :For Casfr. & Carr!! Purcfr.a.se w/ I. 'D. •

CALL TOLL FREE FROM HOME •
1-800-932-3393
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Aspiring entrepreneurs must take risks

G
0
CE
moy be the number one (Oose of
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Grant Cleveland
Staff Reporter

The first decisions rna n y as pi ring entrepreneurs have to make is
what business they should enter,
and how ro fund their busi ness.
The six JCU alumni entrepreneurs in this series entered a business they either had experience
in, or knew something about. Also,
most of them had to fund part of
their venture themselves before receiving any additional money.

in America.

Picking a business

AI
treats everyone the some: lu(k has nothing to do with it ...

John Carroll
AIDS Awareness Week
Februrary 12-17

The majority of t he six entrepreneurs sa id experience in their
particular business was a criterion they had before buying their
respective businesses.
Before Mark Hauserman,owner
of The Knight Hauserman Group,
LTD, in Cleveland, bought part of
this firm which sells high style
executive furnishings, he hired a
consultant to advise him as to
what business he should buy.
The consultant "looked at different segments of industry and
how much it cost to run different
companies," Hauserman said.
Because Hauserman already
knew a lot about the firm he was
working for, the consultant recommended that Hauserma n buy
part of that company.
"lt [the business] fit !me] pretty
well because it allowed me to use
the experience I [had] acquired in
the field," Hauserman said.
Norbert O'Brien also bought
into a busi ness in whic h he had
exper ience, h is fa ther's com pany.
O'Brien a nd his three brot hers
bought the O'Brien Brass Com-

pany located in Twinsburg, Ohio.
"I knew everything about the
business-cash flow, markets,
sales, and profitability; I ran it for
ten years," he said.
linda Cappelli-O'Brien, who
owns and operates a catering business, had worked in her parents'
restaurant for years before open-

William Skaryd, CPA, opened his
own firm.
'1 put everything I had into the
business,itwastotalrisk,"Skarydsaid.
Skaryd's former firm was very
cooperative, he said, and even referred clients to him, which made
the risky transition easier.
"If the business failed , I would
have been
able to get
a job, but
ent•re•pren•eur
one who orga-~ izes, manages,
everyand assunes the risks of a
thi n g
I
l:x.lsiness or enterprise
had would
have been
gone," he
said.
Some
ing Capelli's Party Center. Her ex- entrepreneurs, like Cappelliposure to the many parts of the O'Brien, sold persona l assets in orrestaurant business prepared her der to open a business.
for thechallengesshe found while
"l took tons of risk and [I] hoped
running her own catering busi- my family and support systems
ness.
were there for me," Cappelli"My choice was natural be- O'Brien said.
cause I was raised in the restauShe used money from selling a
rant business," she said.
service stat ion her husband
Fund ing and Risk
owned and she borrowed money
Anot her concern which aspir- from a bank in order to start her
ing entrepreneurs have to address cater ing business.
is how to obtain the necessary
"If you're not willing to take a
fu nding. O ne thing all six entre- risk, then don't start a business,"
preneurs had in common is that Cappelli-OBrien added
they had to provide fund ing for all
Since O'Brien bought the busiof their respective businesses be- ness from his father, he used a form
fore banksorotheroutside sources of a leveraged buyout. "We were
considered loaning them money.
using the assets of the corporation
Naturally, the greater the pro- to pay for assets," he said. O'Brien
portion of the entrepreneur's per- and his brothers used profits from
so nal assets used to start a busi - the company to pay his fat her back
ness, the h igher the risk becomes. after acquiring the business.
After working for a certified
O'Brien said that his risk was
public accounnng (CPA) fmn , small , no t only because he had no

n
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Tuesday/ continued

Sunday, February 12
• AIDS Mass
10:30 p.m. St. Francis Chapel
Fr. Richie Salmi, Celebrant
Monda~ February 13
• "HIV 101 "-Reallife Experiences
6:30p.m. Murphy Hall Lobby
• "Philadelphia"
9 p.m. Kulas Auditorium
• AI OS Quilt On Display
11-5 p.m. Murphy Room
Tuesda~ February
• "How HIV Affects You,
The College Student"
5:1 5 p.m. Jardine Room

14

• AIDS Quilt On Display
12-6 p.m. Murphy Room
Wednesda~ February
• "Voices"
Dramatic Reading
11 :30 -1 p.m.
Atrium
• "Red Ribbons, Anyone ... "
2 Act Play
7 p.m. Wolf and Pot

9
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Thursday, February 16
• "Living with HIV"
Panel Discussion
6:30p.m.
Faculty Dining Room

Food Drive - All Week: for the Greater Cleveland Aids.
Taskforce Bins will be located in the Recreation Center,
Administration Building and Science Center.

WHAT'S HAPPENING?
WHAT'S HAPP NG?
WHAT'S HAPP NG?
WHAT'S HAPPENING?
WHAT'S HAPPENING?

on campus
CALL 397-INFO
Student Activities
Information Line

personal stake in the acquisition,
but because he "knew everything
about the business," he said.
For Constance Atkins,starting
a business right out of college was
the way to go. She owns Atkins'
Professional Advantage in Cleveland Ohio, a firm which teaches
business techniques.
"I wrote down what 1 knew a
lot about, and got into that field,"

she said.
Atkins, however, utilized a
unique method to secure fundingshe sold her life insurance policy.
Her risk was limited as she did
not put everythi ngshe personally
owned into the business, and her
husband was employed when she
began the business, she said.

Thenextarticlewilldiscuss hiring pradicesusedinth& businesses.

Versatility key to employment
Kelly Dick
When asked what attracted
them to john Carroll University's
Career Information Night, company representatives gave many
similar answers. "The level of professionalism among the students,·
and"Carrollknowshowtogroomstudents," were among their responses
ThispastMondayjCUstudents
were given the opportunity to introduce themselves and receive
info rmation about 55 companies,
who came to Carroll to discuss the
possibilities of internships and
employment after graduation.
Although many of thejobfields
represented s uch as marketing,
management, and financial services are geared toward business
students, the majority of compa ny
representatives were quick to add
that they are open to strong students from any discipline.
"We like to see business back grounds, but it's not a prerequisite," said Ann Kane, a Banking
Center Manager for Fifth Third
Bank. She added that her om -

hers, good communication
skills ...and above all, someone
who's rational."
When asked what is important
for students to make themselves
marketable, Porn pili said that internships are key.
"It shows that they [students!
know what happens beyond the
University border."
To prepare for Career Information Night,a presentation entitled ,
"How to Get the Most Out of Career Information Night," was held
last Thursday, Feb. 2.
Heather Tucker, Murphy Hall
Director and career information
volunteer, directed the presemationandgaveadviceon approach mg company representali ves.
She recommends a follow-up
after meeting with the company's
representa tive, m the form of a
thank-you letter or interview request.
"It will make you stand
out...t hat's the way that you're gomg to get the job from Career Information Night"
Tucker <;;J.Id thai C..areer ln[or-

and well-roun ed students.
Neil Christensen, Divisional
Merchandise Manager for
Dillard's, emphasizes strong work
experience, ba lanced with academics as a priority when hiring.
"We look for someth ing out of
the ordinary, espec ially where
theyd idsomethingentrepreneurial- where students went out and
knocked on some doors," he said.
Metropolitan Life Group Representative Eugene Porn pili placed
a strong em phasison certainski lls
rather than any one major.
"We hire from any disc ipline,"
Pompili said. "But there are certain skills needed- a feel for num-

in any major or year.
Senior Michele Cantamessa,
who anendcd Career Information
Night bo1h as a junior and senior,
said that for juniors, the evening is
especially helpful in finding out
about internship opportunities.
"l think it's very good for underclassmen to come," she said. "It
helps [lheml to meet people and ...
find out whatlthey're Ilooking for."
Senior political science major
and business mmor Mark Daniel
Delaney offers thisadvice:"When
you're looking for a job, a lways
keep your mind open to many career opportunities, since many
people change careers."

Staff Reporter

•••
"YouR CAMpus FloRisT"
Or~r

flower.s for Specitt! f. ve11t.s TodttJjl

2661 Warrensville Cenler RJ.
Universi ty Heights. Ohio 44118
932-7550
•Ownea 'B!J Micfiae{ 'Da!J JCV. flL[ufttJtus •
•10% 'Discount 'for Casfi & Carr!J Purcfiase w / I. 'D. •
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Guide to emising through the
~\ s::
'infonnation superhighway' tAlu'J \0 ~?c)j

Jay Svoboda
in dorm rooms tO access the "in- studemsandfacuhy. Usinge-ma!l ,
Staff Reporter
formation superhighway."
Burke said, some foreign language
From papers on particle physBurke says that many students classes have communicated with
ics to David Letterman's Top Ten shouldn't have trouble usmg the otherstudemsinforeigncountries
List, all sorts of information is campus system. "If you're fairly to improve their language skills.
made available, free , to those who good with a PC and familiar with This task could have been done
can find it on the Internet.
running Windows, I don't think before, but would have taken too
The Internet is the vast matrix you'll have a lot of trouble,"hesaid. much time to be practical
of innumerable computer net- "If you like to play with the stuff,
The Internet also facilitates a
works all connected to each other you'll have no problem."
greareropportunityforcollaborain order to exchange information.
The Department of In forma - tion among faculty from john
The networks linked belong ro a tion Services is also working on Carroll and other schools. Two
multitude of companies,commu- buildingupthecampusVAX. Last people can more readily collabonities,governmemorganizarions. semester,theSrudemsForFreeEn- rare on books and papers using
and schools. And
the Internet. "One
one of those comperson could write
purer networks be&. • I
od "th PC
a chapter and send
I
re .ally go WI a
a
it via e-mail to the
longs to us here at
john Carroll.
other person, who
Since 1987,JCU familiar with running Windows, I
couldthenusetheir
has had a link with
own word procesthe Internet and has don't think
have a lot of
sor to edit and add
to the chapter,"
provided full access
to studems an d facI'
Burke said.
ulty with services
Fqur to five
James A. Burke
thousand e-mail
like electronic mail
(or e-mail), the abilmessages are sent
ity to "telnet," or acand received daily
cess,remotecomputersalloverthe terprise set up a textbook ex- onCarroll'scomputersystem,and
world, and to access information change, putting students in touch Burke added thatstudentsandfacthrough the World Wide Web withthosewhohadrhebooksrhat ulry can also use electronic mail
(WWW) of computer net works.
they needed.
to communicate with friends and
James A. Burke,jCU's Director
Burke also said that a campus relativesatothercollegesand uniof Networking and Systems says, information system is the place versities.
"There is no end to what you can students could go to access infor[n addition to e-mail, the
find out there (on the Internet]."
marion about the library's hours, Internet can be used to access
Currently, 1,088 students have upcoming events, and delays or groupswhicharededicated todisVAX accounts which allow them closingsduetoinclementweather. cussing everything from presidento access Carroll's computer sysThe growth of john Carroll's rial politics to the latest episode of
tern and use the various programs computer system has facilitated Star Trek, as well as other services
available in the computer labs and new educational opportunities for like subscribing to mailing lists
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where information on various topics of your choosing is sent to your
e-mail address.
A fairlynewaddition tothejCU
system is a "gopher." which is a
men u system that helps you find
remote computer sites to connect
withandgetfilesfrom. Thegrowing campus information system
will be built around the gopher.
Access is also provided, in the
computer labs and dorms, to the
WWW, a system that uses links
between documents (called
hypertext) to move you around
through remote computers to find
the information you want.
For example, information from
adocumenton politics might lead
you to a document on the 1994
elections, which may lead to a
document on the new Republican
Congress, which in turn might
lead to information on Newt
Gingrich. Key works in the text
are linked to other key words in
other, related documents all relevant rorhetopicyouareresearching. The key is to look in the right
place, which programs like Mosaic and NetScape will help you

do. Both of those programs are
available onJCU's Computer Network.
Many students do not know
about the systems available to
them and their scope. Burke said
that Information Services would
like to set up workshops for new
users, and that they are trying to
"break the habit of non-commu nication"between the Information
Services Department and the student body. He said they"takeany
and all suggestions." and you can
send the department your suggestions using e-mail. Their address
isjCU_ HELP,and any suggestions
received automat ica II y get distri buted to everyone in the department.
The computer systems in the
dorms and computer labs allow
you toaccessallof these programs
plus commercial word processing,
spreadsheet, and database programs. All of these aid in the ultimate goal of using the computer
network to help foster an educational environment by providing
students and faculty with more
information from more sources.

STUDENT'S ESSAY CONTEST
· BLACK HISTORY MONTH
Describe ia soo words or more an African American leader
who bas been influential in your life and why?

EssAys ARE duE iN rHE SrudENT LifE OfficE
MoNdAy, FEbRuARY 20 by 5 p.M.

1st prize $150
2nd prize $75
3rd prize $50
• Win ners wiD be ju dged by a committee from BUSA,
Stud ent Activities and Multi-Cultural Affairs.
• Winning entries will be printed in The Carron News.
SpoNSOREd

by THE BlAck UNiTEd STudENT AssociATioN ANd STudENT AcTiViTiEs
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Animation secrets from the lion's den
Eric Embacher
Features Editor
Every year, millions of people
flock to theaters to see the latest
animated feature. What many
don't know, though, are
little derails that have
gone intoproducingeach
scene of the mov ie.
Artists give a n extreme amount of attention to the detail of their
characters. The Walt
DisneyStudioseven went
sofaras to bring in living,
breathing lions to help
their animatorscreare the
beasts of Africa in The
Lion King (showing in
Kulas auditorium this
weekend).
Once a character's look is determined, models are produced to
aid animators in their work. Later,
these sculptures become rare
collector's items.

scene in the movie, done from an
aenal perspective that map out a
particular city, forest. or palace.
These maps are used to make sure
there is consistency between background images.
Artists then make up
roughsketches,depicting
how action will flow.
These drawings are
posted on to a story board
where producers can
view the potential visual
images and
make
changes.
Mouthmovementsare
drawn in collaboration
withtheacrorsrecording
the characters' voices.
Artists initially dictate
c.py"sh<IW<,T~><w•I•DilneyCompony
the dialogue, but actors,
many sharp edges and a sleek, such as Robin Williams in
clean look to compliment its dark Aladdin, will improvise their
atmosphere.
lines, sending animators scurryMost production teams also ing back to their drawmg boards ·
make sketches, never actually to be sure lip movements will

Another Interest ing element
de termme, n the prehminary
production of a film is the movie's
style. For example, the style of
Warner Brothers' Batman uses

match the dialogue.
Officiallive-actionmoviesmay
alsobeviewedbyanimarorsrogive
an element of reality to their film.
The scene where Aladdm 15 flying through the collapsmg Cave
of Wonders, for mstance, is modeled after the scene in Star Wars:
Return ofthejedi when the Mil
lennium Falcon escapes the soon
to explode Death Star.
Onceasequenceofroughdrawings are done, animators have the
luxury of scanning their drawings
into computers to get a rough idea
of howthefinishedscenewill turn
oi.It. Computers are also used to
add various special effects to the
filmsuchasthewavy, watery look
of the underwater scenes in The
Little Mermaid
Once the course of a plot is derermined, artists begin to "clean
up"theirdrawingsand preparefor
final production.
Animators used todrawimages

onto acetate and then paint them
by hand. Each piece of acetate
wast hen placed on a separate level
of a multi-plane camera and photographed to complete a frame.
Some of these acetates, like the
models mentioned earlier, have
been released to the public and are
heavily sought after by collectors.
Disney's last feature film to use
this process was The Liltle Mermaid. however, by this time, computer technology was already be mg used by animation studios.
Today, "clean up" drawings are
scanned and colored by a computer to complete a frame. Even
this is a lengthy process, though
There are 24 frames per second of
a £ilm As many as 150,00 drawings may be used in a film.
Finally, it is on to the silver
screen where children and adults
alike wit! cheer on their heroes
and boot he villamscreated by the
animation artists.

"Toots" doing his best with Bernet
Carrie Henning
Staff Reporter
On the outside of his door in
Bernet there is a name plaque that
reads "Toots Casragnero, RHO."
(His real name is Robert. "Toots' is
a childhood nickname).
RHDstands for Residence Hall
Director, meaning he is in charge
of the place. Entering the room ,
you are quick to notice black and
white photos of his hometown of
Pitcarin,Pennsylvania. Others are
of his great-grandparents. Some-

parr of a student's education here
atjCU. "These guys are learning
how to live with another person in
oneroom,learningtoliveinacommunity that is a building. but also
part of a university." said
Castagnero. "I feel! am a facilitatOr of an experience."
His years dealing with freshmen have been good ones.
Casragnero feels that he has a lot
of good experiences that he can
give to them.
"1 can share with them about

Bernet, said th"t "Toots' philosophy and effort have taken a potentially difficult situation (an all
freshman dorm) and made it easy."
So far this year, Castagnero has
been having "a great experience"
in Bernet, and he hopes that the
menlivingtherearehavingagood
experience as well. "] can't be happier about what's happened in
Bernet this year. There are some
great friendships formi ng."hesaid.
Castagneroattributes this great
experience not only to the men

influence on
students, possiblytobeadriving force behind
them .
"I'm a big promoter. I tota11 y
believe in getting involved,
it's part of your
responsibi liry
atjCU: he explained . "It's
your colle ge,

For two years,
Castagnero helped build communities of freshmen in Bernet and
Sutowski Halls ·as a Resident Assistant. Now Castagnero is responsible for a much larger freshman community in Bernet Hall.
Toots feels that one of his roles
as an RHD on campus is to realize
that living in the dorms is also a

and there. I
I stir questions
in their minds that they hadn't really thought about, talking to
them as JCU students, not just
freshmen . I take the approach that
they're the ones that will one day
contribute back to JCU,"
Castagnero said. "I've really enjoyed fresh men . They're fun . It's
nice to be needed."
Mike Colyer, also an RA in

"A lor of this work is definitely
a team effort, it's not just me!' he
said. "1 have a juggler (Joe Grieco),
a comedian (Brian Love), and the
school treasurer (Colyer) to work
with. I've been very blessed with
good RA's."
Last spring, Castagnero decided to apply for the position of
RHO because he thought that he
maybe wanted to have a bigger

can."
This being hi s last year,
Castagnero knows that j CU has
given him the confidence he will
need in his educational background , notjustacademically, but
in his total college experience.
"I have gained confidence and
the ability to deal with people in
rei).lity, but on a personal level as
well. It is so unique to gain this at

yUit:r

"Toots" Castagnero is a RHO in Bernet Hall.

are my own age. When
I ever
again be s urrounded by 18 24 year
olds?"
With this awtude,Casragnero
is doing his best, not only with
Bernet Hall, bur alsoatjCU. "One
thing I've learned is to never underestimate the students," said
Castagnero. "They are the ones
that will turn into alumni, into
theJCU community."

Lucrezia Culicchia Award
for Teaching Excellence
can now reach The Carroll News via

•

- 01

Our new addresses
are a s follows:
for letters to the editor

IND/o"CNLETTERS@jtvaxa.jcu.edu"
or for gen eral mail

INO/o"CARROLLNEWS@jaraxa.jm.edu"

College of Arts and Sciences
John Carroll University
NOMINATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED from January 27, through
February 27, 1995, for the Lucrezia Culicchia Award for Teaching
Excellence. The award will be presented at the first faculty meeting of the
College of Arts and Sciences during the fall term.
Nominations should include a statement and/ or documentation that the
nominee has made a distinct difference in the teaching climate of the
College of Arts and Sciences in such areas as: model classroom teaching,
campus leadership on teaching issues, pioneering teaching methodology,
creative course development and/or instructional support.
Nominations should include a letter of nomination; letters from at least
three John Carroll University students who have taken at least one class
with the nominee; and letters from two faculty colleagues. Also, letters of
support from alumni would be welcome. Nominations should be
submitted to the Office of the Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, no later
than Monday, February 27, 1995.
If further information is needed, contact the Office of the Dean at 216/397-4215.
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Guide to cruising through the
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Staff Reporter

From papers on panicle physics to David Letterman's Top Ten
List, all sons of information is
made available,free, to those who
can find it on the Internet.
The Internet is the vast matrix
of innumerable computer networks all connected to each other
in order to exchange information.
The networks linked belong to a
multitude of companies,communi ties. government organizations,
and schools. And
one of those comr
puter networks beYOU
longs to us here at
john Carroll.
Since 1987, JCU
has had a link with
the Internet and has
provided full access
to students an d fac• vu,
ulty with services
like electromc mail
(or e-mail), the ability to "telnet," or access,remotecomputersalloverthe
world, and to access information
through the World Wide Web
(WWW) of computer networks.
James A. Burke,JCU's Director
of Networking and Systems says,
"There is no end to what you can
find out there lon the Internet)."
Currently, 1,088 students have
VAX accounts which allow them
to access Carroll's computer systern and use the various programs
available in the computer labs and

formation superhighway."
Burke says that many students
shouldn't have trouble using the
campus system. "If you're fairly
good with a PC and familiar with
runmng Windows, 1 don't think
you'll have a lotof trouble," he said.
"If you like to play with the stuff,
you'll have no problem."
The Department of Information Services is also working on
buildingupthecampus VAX. Last
semester, the Stude ms For Free En-

Burke Sald, some foreign language
classes have communicated with
otherstudentsinforeigncountries
to improve their language skills.
This task could have been done
before, but would have taken too
much time to be practical.
The Internet also facilitates a
greateropportunity forcollabora tion among faculty from John
Carroll and other schools. Two
people can more readily collaborate on books and papers using
the Internet. "One
person could write
a chapter and send
BIT
WI
it via e-mail to the
other person, who
I
couldthenusetheir
own word proces8
SOT to edit and add
to the chapter,"
Burke said.
Fqur to five
James A. Burke
thousand e-mail
messages are sent
and received daily
terprise set up a textbook ex- onCarroll'scomputersystem,and
change, putting students in touch Burkeadded thatstudentsand raewith those who had the books that ulty can also use electronic mail
they needed.
to communicate with friends and
Burke also said that a campus relativesatothercollegesand uniinformation system is the place versities.
students could go to access inforIn addition to e-mail, the
mat ion about the library's hours, Internet can be used to access
upcoming events, and delays or groups which are dedicated todisclosingsd ue to inclement weather. cussingeverythingf rom presidenThe growth of john Carroll's tial politics to the latest episode of
computer system has facilitated Star Trek, as well as other services
new educational opportunities for like subscribing to mailing lists

f. . JY good "th a PC and
re
familiar with running Windows,
don't think you'll have lot of
t ..,.. •ble."
"Jf
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where information on vanoustopicsof your choosing is sent to your
e-mail address.
A fairly new addition tothejCU
system is a "gopher," which is a
menu system that helps you find
remote computer sites to connect
withandgetfilesfrom. The growing campus information system
will be built around the gopher.
Access is also provided, in the
computer labs and dorms, to the
WWW, a system that uses links
between documents (called
hypertext) to move you around
through remote computers to find
the information you want.
For example, information from
a document on politics might lead
you to a document on the 1994
elections, which may lead to a
document on the new Republican
Congress, which in turn might
lead to information on Newt
Gingrich. Key works in the text
are linked to other key words in
other, related documents all relevant to the topic you are researching. The key is to look in the right
place, which programs like Mosaic and NetScape will help you

do. Both of those programs are
available onjCU's Computer Network.
Many students do not know
about the systems avai !able to
them and their scope. Burke said
that Information Services would
like to set up workshops for new
users, and that they are trying to
"break the habit 'of non-communication" between the Information
Services Department and the student body. He said they "take any
and all suggestions," and you can
send the department your suggestions using e-mail. Their address
isjCU _HELP,and any suggestions
received automatically get d istri buted to everyone in the departmem.
The computer systems in the
dorms and computer labs allow
you to access all of these programs
plus commercial word processing,
spreadsheet, and database programs Alloftheseaidintheultimate goal of using the computer
network to help foster an educational environment by providing
students and facu lty with more
information from more sources.

STUDENT'S ESSAY CONTEST
· BLACK HISTORY MONTH
Describe in soo words or more an African American leader
who bas been inBuential in your life· and why?

EssAys ARE duE iN tHE SrudENT LifE OfficE
MoNdAy, FEbRuARY 20 by 5 p.M.
1st prize $150
2nd prize $75
3rd prize $50
• Winners wiU be judged by a committee from BUSA,
Student Activities and Multi-Cultural Affairs.
• Winning entries will be printed in The Carron News.
SpoNsOREd

by THE BlAck UNiTEd STudENT AssociATiON ANd STudENT AcTiviTiEs
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Animation secrets from the lion's den
Eric Embacher

,
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Every year, millions of people
flock to theaters to see the Ia test
animated feature. What many
don't know, though, are
little details that have
gone intoproducingeach
scene of the movie.
Artists give an extreme amount of attention to the detail of their
characters. The Walt
Disney Studioseven went
so far as to bring in living,
breathing lions to help
their animatorscreate the
beasts of Africa in The
Lion King (showing in
Kulas auditorium this
weekend).
Once a character's look is determined, models are produced to
aid animators in their work. Later,
these sculptures become rare
collector's items.

scene in the movie, done from an
aerial perspective that rna pout a
particular city, forest, or palace.
These maps are used to make sure
thereisconsistencybetweenbackground images.
Artists then make up
roughsketches,depicting
how action will flow.
These drawings are
postedontoastory board
where producers can
view the potential visual
images and
make
changes.
Mouth movements are
drawn in collaboration
with theactorsrecording
the characters' voices.
Artists initially dictate
c.pyMsh• 1991·TheW•1• 01•••r"""l"'•r
the dialogue. but actors,
many sharp edges and a sleek, such as Robin Williams in
clean look to compliment its dark Aladdin, will improvise their
atmosphere.
lines, sending animators scurryMost production teams also ing back to their drawing boards ·
make sketches, never actually to be sure lip movements will

Another mteresting element
de term me, n the prelim mary
produwon of a film is the movie's
style. For example, the style of
Warner Brothers' Batman uses

match the dialogue.
Official live-action movies may
also be viewed byanimatorstog1ve
an element of reality to their f1lm
The scene where Aladdin is flying through the collapstng Cave
of Wonders, for instance, is modeled after the scene m Star Wars:
Return ofthejedi when the Millenni urn Falcon escapes the soon
to explode Death S1ar.
Once a sequence of rough drawings are done, animators have the
luxury of scanningtheJrdra\vings
intocomputerstoget a rough idea
of howthefinishedscenewill turn
out. Computers are also used to
add various special effects to the
filmsuchasthewavy,waterylook
of the underwater scenes in The

Little Mermaid
Oncethecourseofaplotisdetermined, artists begin to "clean
up"theirdrawingsand preparefor
final production.
Animators used todrawimages

onto acetate and then paint them
by hand Each p1ece of acetate
wast hen placed on a separate level
of a multi·planecamera and photographed to complete a frame .
Some of these acetates, like the
models mentioned earlier, have
been released tot he public and are
heavily sought after by collectors
Disney's last feature film to use
th1s process was The little Mermaid, however, by this time, computer technology was already bemg used by animation studios.
Today,"clean up" drawings are
scanned and colored by a computer to complete a frame. Even
this is a lengthy process, though.
There are 24 frames per second o£
a film. As many as 150,00 drawings may be used in a film.
Finally, it is on to the silver
screen where children and adults
alike wit! cheer on their heroes
and boot he villainscreated by the
animation amsts.

"Toots" doing his best with Bernet
Carrie Henning
On the outside of his door in
Bernet there is a name plaque that
reads 'Toots Castagnero, RHO.'
(His real name is Robert. 'Toots" is
a childhood nickname).
RHO stands for Residence Hall
Director, meaning he is in charge
of the place. Entering the room,
you are quick to notice black and
white photos of his hometow n of
Pitcari n,Pen nsylvania. Others are
of his great-grandparents. Some-

part of a student's education here
at]CU. "These guys are learning
how tolivewithanotherperson in
oneroom,learningtoliveinacommunity that is a building, but also
part of a university," said
Castagnero. "I feel I am a facilitator of an experience."
His years dealing with freshmen have been good ones.
Castagnero feels that he has a lot
of good experiences that he can
give to them.
"I can share with them about

Bernet, said th ... t "Toots' philosophyand effort havetakena potentially difficult situation (an all
freshman dorm) and made it easy.•
So far this year, Cas tag nero has
been having "a great experience"
in Bernet, and he hopes that the
menlivingtherearehavingagood
experience as well . "lcan'tbehappier about what's happened in
Bernet this year. There are some
great friendships forming," he said.
Castagneroattr ibutes this great
experience not only to the men

influence on
students, possiblytobeadriving force behind
them.
"I'm a big promoter. I totally
believe in getting involved,
it's part of your
responsibility
at jCU," he explained. "It's
college,

strong sense
munity.
And he does. For two years,
Castagnero helped build communities of freshmen in Bernet and
Sutowski Halls •as a Resident Assistant. Now Castagnero is responsible for a much larger freshman community in Bernet Hall
Toots feels that one of his roles
as an RHO on campus is to realize
that living in the dorms is also a

and there. l
I stir questions
in their minds that they hadn't really thought about, talking to
them as JCU students, not just
freshmen. ltaketheapproachthat
they're the ones that will one day
contribute back to jCU,"
Castagnero said. "I've really enjoyed freshmen. They're fun. It's
nice to be needed"
Mike Colyer, also an RA in

"A lot of this work is definitely
a team effort, it's not just met he
said. "I have a juggler Ooe Grieco),
a comedian (Brian Love), and the
school treasurer (Colyer) to work
with. I've been very blessed with
good RA's."
Last spring, Castagnero decided to apply for the position of
RHO because he thought that he
maybe wanted to have a bigger

can."
This being his last year,
Castagnero knows that jCU has
given him the confidence he will
need in his educational background, not just academically, but
in his total college experience.
"I have gained confidence and
the ability to deal with people in
re1,1lity, but on a personal level as
well. It is so unique to gain this at

Staff Reporter

are my own age. When will! ever
again be surrounded by 18-24 year
olds?"
With this attitude,Castagnero
is doing his best, not only with
Bernet Hall, but also atjCU. "One
thing I've learned is to never underestimate the studems," said
Castagnero. "They are the ones
that will turn into alumni, into
theJCU community."

Lucrezia Culicchia Award
for Teaching Excellence
can n ow reach The Carroll N ews via

•

- 01

Our new addresses
are as follows:
for letters to the editor

INO/o"CNLETTERS@jcvaxa.jcu.edu"
or for general mail

INO/o"CARROLLNEWS@jcvaxa.jm.edu"

College of Arts and Sciences
John Carroll University
NOMINATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED from January 27, through
February 27, 1995, for the Lucrezia Culicchia Award for Teaching
Excellence. The award will be presented at the first faculty meeting of the
College of Arts and Sciences during the fall term.
Nominations should include a statement and/ or documentation that the
nominee has made a distinct difference in the teaching climate of the
College of Arts and Sciences in such areas as: model classroom teaching,
campus leadership on teaching issues, pioneering teaching methodology,
creative course development and/ or instructional support.
Nominations should include a letter of nomination; letters from at least
three John Carroll University students who have taken at least one class
with the nominee; and letters from two faculty colleagues. Also, letters of
support from alumni would be welcome. Nominations should be
submitted to the Office of the Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, no later
than Monday, February 27, 1995.
If further information is needed, contact the Office of the Dean at 216/397-4215.
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JCU remembers

Streaks
of the
Week

Senior guard Darleen Sheehan
broke two school records and an
OAC record Tuesday when she
went 6-for -6 from three-point
land. With 187 three-point field
goals, she eclipses Michelle Snow
'92 of Muskingum, who had 182.
She also moved into second place
inJCU scoring history, where she
is now 88 points behind Cindy
Shumaker '94.

: :=R=ac:-:n:::::d'-y...:L:.::o...:e...:s...:e.:..r_ _ ____
Staff Reporter
ln the movie"Fid dofDreams,"
Kevin Costn er plays Ray Kinsella,
an Iowa farmer who is com pelled
to build a baseball diamond in
what was once his cornfield.

simple gesture that reminds Ray
of good tim es in his li fe, when politics, girlfriends and differences in
the philosophies of li fe didn't matter. Ray was lucky. He got that second chance.
!wish I had that second chance.
One year ago th is week, the Carroll
commun ity lost two of its family,
Sports
Andy Cheyfitz and Mike Wright,
Commentary
in a car accident. They were young
and doi ng whatthey did best, playDur ing the process, he hears ing baseball.
haunting voices th at tell him to
Thoug hon lya tjohn Carroll for
"go the distance" and "ease his a short time, they touched our lives
pain." They are voices tha t he does ina way beyond words. I was Iucky
not understa nd, but ones which to know Andy. The memory of a 7he feels hem ust follow. Th e voices year -old kid, wearing his orange
tells him to ease the pain, but Astros baseball uniform with his
who's pain?
orange wristbands and whit e
Through the magic of his field, baseballs pant~ will live inside of
former players, such as Shoeless me forever. Do not' tak e your
Joe Jackson and even Ray's own memories for granted.
father appear and play on the field.
People like Andy and Mike
They are given a last opportunity come into our lives for only a short
to be young and play the game time, but they change it forever.
they did as kids.
Theywouldn't want us to look back
Many look to"FieldofDreams" at what happened and be sad. Infor itsreference to the love of base- stead,they would tell us we all have
ball, but the meaning of the movie the chance to"go the distance." You
goes beyond that. Ray will find have that chance now, so take it.
that he can ease his own pain by They would. Somewhere they are
reconciling with his father on the playing catch, looking down and
magical field . (His father died be- smiling.
fore an argument between the two
Editor's note: A special service
was settled.)
will be held in memoryofCheyfitz
Ray's reconciliation comes and Wright Tuesday evening. For
when he is able to play that final information contact Campus Mingame of catch with his dad - a ist ry at 397-•m?.

Jeff Sesplankis
Sesplankis, the men's basketball
team's center, chalked up 34
points and 24 rebounds against
Mt. Union and Capital. In those
two games, the junior shot 12 for
24 (.500) from the field and lO for
14 C7I4) from the line. He leads
the team in scoring at a clip of 153
points per game. That average
also ranks him lith in the OAC in
the same category.

Streak defense disposes Capital
!"""""""'r

o l111

~rro

went o n a e en-

sive crusade Sarurday night ,
stomping on Capital, 59-51, in the
Don Shula Sports Center.
The win allows the men's basketball team to maintain possession of fourth place in the Ohio
Athletic Conference- a position
they can keep by wmning two of
their four remaining league games.
These victories would also assure
them of playing host to an OAC
quarterfinal game. After realizing
their chances to repeat as OAC
champs were not possible, the Blue
Streaks(l2-8overa 11,9-50AC) had
to redirect their season's focus.
"We just wanted to be concerned about playing at home in
the fir.st round (of the tourna ment)," centerJef(Sespla n kis said.
"We get a lot of support from our
fans. It is really importantto play
at home because we are really
comfortable lhereJ.•
1f the Streaks continue to play
tenacious defense as they did
against Capital, then theirchances
of hosting that game will only get
better.
"It was a nitty-gritty win for
said Coach Mike Moran. "We
played hard defensively and hung
in there."
The defense held Scott
Heitkamp, the Crusaders' leading

us:

of Sesplankis, who poured in 13
po® am!.
bed 1 ('<!)Q»!lQ?.
stopped rh c Crusader's o ursidcar- l n r 1e asr two games Sesp an is
tack, holding them to 32 percent has tallied 34 points and 24 reshooting from the field and 24 bounds.
"We matched up well against
points under their season average.
"We had great perimeter de- Capital," said Sesplankis. "We had
fense,especiallywithiRyan]Tyson good chemistry in the first ha If."
The Blue Streaks shot 52 perand [Dave]Pfundstein," said
Moran. Capital hit only 15 per- cent in the first half, charging to a
39-30 half -time lead.
Guard Ryan Eskridge
~we get a lot of support initiated theattack,scoring 10 of the team's first
14 points. He finished
from our fans. It is
with a career-high 12
points, including two
really important to play three-poimers.
"Ryan [Eskridge] proat home."
vides good offensive
punch," said Moran. "He
Jeff Sesplankis can score inside and out
while collecting a few
boards."
The team traveled.to Hiram (5cent (3-for-20) from three-poim
15overall,2-l2 OAC)yesterday The
range.
The Streaks hit key shots in Terriers were last in the OAC enthe second hall. Shannon Vickers tering the competition. They meet
nailed a three-pointer with 5:17 sixth place Muskingum (6-8 overleft. It boosted Carroll's lead back all,I0-10 OAC) Saturday.
JCU (59)- Top five S<:orers: Esl<tidge 5·10
to nine after the Crusaders had
0.0 12. Vickers 3.0 1·2 a, Fletdler 2-4 3-6 7,
cut it to six only seconds earlier. Tucker 3-4 1·3 7,Sesplanl<is 5-12 3-3 13.
Top five scorers: Tlllrrm4-6
Later, Pfundstein found forward 1·3 Capltal(51)9.Potts6-14 4-4 16.Coconis3·10 0.0 6.
David Tucker under the basket for Jotnson 3-13 ().() 6, Gray 2-4 ().() 4.
Half-JCU 39-30.(TeM> totals <m leaders
an easy hoop with 1:39 remaining oolyJTIYee.polnt
goals-JCU4·9 (Eskridge 2·3),
Cap. 3·20 (Potts 2·4). Rebounds-JCU 42
to seal the game.
(Sesplanl<is15),Cap 35(Heltl<amp9). AsslstsAnother factor in the team's JCU 14 (Pflrodsteln 7). Cap. 11 (Tillman 3). Aperformance was the inside play 885.

scorer, to three points on a 1-of -8
$lulot\IJ.&
[Dr
c:e lt lso

Men's basketball
shooting percentages D 93-94
50

60

50
40
30
20

10

mew race.

For the men, sophomore Jef£
Adick took second in the shot

put throwing 45 feet ll :)/4
i.n<:h:es and junior jasol'l Neal
uipe-jumpedhlswayintothird
With a measure of .39 Ceet5l/<j.
inches. Junior, Ian Johnstone
took fourth in the 400-meterrWl
with a dme of 54.12 seamds.
'The Streaks run again at the

The 94-95 blocked srots are ttvough Feb. 6
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Swimmers gearing for OAC's
John McGinty
Staff Reporter
The john Carroll's swimming
and diving teams wrapped up
their regular seasons splitting a
pair of non-conference meets on
the road. Both teams defeated Buffalo State, whi le losing, shorthanded , to an inspired Wooster
team.
The Streaks traveled to Buffalo
State last Thursday in their first
non-conference meet of the weekend . Usually a tough competitor,
Buffalo State, welcomed the
Streaks with wounded arms.
"Buff State is usually a tough
competitorforthe men's team, but
they were short-handed," said
Coach Matt Lenhart, noting the
Bengals' weaknesses.
Neither team struggled with
the Bengals, with several swimmers on each team winning their
events. junior Peggy Dempsey led
the way for the Streaks, powering
to victory in the200-yard freestyle
in 2:02 .02, and the 500-yard
freestyle in 5:21.90. She was also
part of a third victory swimming
the last leg of the 200·yard medley relay.

Also strong for the Streaks was
sen iordiverTeresaCamarora who
won both the 1-meterand 3-meter
diving events. Freshman Pam
Jimison gave a strong showing
winning the 100-yard backstroke
with a time of 1:04.64. She also
was part of two victorious relays
- the 200-yard medley and the
200-yard freestyle.
For the men's team,senior.s Rich
Farkas, Eric Rapp and Jim
Petkunas, and sophomore Jeff
Juergens each won two events.
Petkunas, Ra pp and Farkas, along
with junior Dave Toth took first in
the 200-yard freestyle relay.
The Fighting Scots of Wooster
were humbling hosts as theshonhandedStreaks lost their final dual
meet of the season Saturday. The
women ended up with a 9-l record
in dual meet competition . The
men finished up6-4.
"We had several seniors missing, taking theirGRE's and departmental tests," Lenhart said. "We
went in not too focused. We were
looking down the road ( to OAC
Championships next Thursday),
and we ran into a buzzsaw. It was
the ir last meet being in such a

strong conference, and they were
pumped up. It was a domino effect."
Missing from the Streaks' arsenal were co-captains Petkunasand
Ashley Maurer along with senior
Luke Piede and freshman Adam
Samko.
Bright spots for the Streaks
came from Jimison, co-captain
Rapp and sophomore diver Frank
D'Angelo.
Jimison set a school record for
thelOO-yard backstroke in the first
leg of the 400-yard medley relay
with a time of 1:04.30. Also part of
the victorious relay team were
sophomore Trish Robben, junior
Roslyn Valentino, and Dempsey.
Rapp won all four of the individual races in which he swam
over the weekend, swimming to
two victories against Wooster.
All-American D'Angelo won
the 1-meter divi ng event against
the Fighting Scots and dove to a
third national qualifying score.
JCU will be at-full strength for
the OAC Championships Feb. 17.
"We're resting , working on (our)
race pace, and focusing for the
OAC's," Lenhart stated.

Sheehan nets record, women rebound
Jonathan Kase
Staff Reporter
In se tting a record of any kind ,
one always wants to firmly leave
their mark. Tuesday night Darlene
Sheehan did just that.
The evening began with
Sheehan only one three-pointer
behind Michelle Snow on the Ohio
Athletic Conference's all time

Saturday's
[game
with
Muskingum. r
Confidence might have given
Capita l the edge against the Blue
Streaks inside their Alumni Gym
last Saturday. Defeating the National and Ohio Athletic Conference Champions requires almost
a perfect game, especially when
20-0 record
have a

three-pointer.
"We either fouled her (Walker)
or she scored . Wedidn't cutoff the
baseline and just let her go by,"
analyzed Sheehan. "Plus, Manz
wasonfire. ltseemedlikeshchad
a key three-pointer atmany points
in the game."
Walker led her team with 27
points, fi ve assists and shot 15-of-

game
point shooting. Meanwhile, Carnot even two minutes old before
roll countered with
the record had fallen.
Sheehan leading the way
Th e game was
with 18 points, 14 in the
stopped at 18:06 to
first half, and Kathy
presen t Sheehan "We pressed more on defense,
Fri ckman tallying 13
with the ball from her
points. On this night,
one -hundred and but offensively we were more
was closer to perCapital
,
/
eighty second threefection .
pointer as a Blue Patent.
'They have a higher
Streak. From there,
Carol Dugan level of confidence that
she continued imprinting her name on - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - elevates them tot he next
level,' said Frickman.
the
three-point
The Blue Streaks hope to build
record , shooting 6-for-6 from halves of perfect basketball were
three-point land, and along with played, but unfortunately for Car- on theconfidence that they gained
Bridgette Moran, leading her roll , the Crusaders put two to- against Hiram with a strong showStreak teammates to a 68-51 vic- gether, while the Streaks managed ing and a victory this Saturday at
3p.m.intheDonShulaSponsCentory in the face of the Terriers, only one.
The Streaks fired 57 percent ter. The rest of the season should
winless in conference play.
The first half was too close for from the field in the first half, be a battle for the Streaks to enter
JCU's liking, with Hiram taking a while the Crusaders torched the the OAC Tournament, as they are
25-24\eild with nearly three min- nets for 60 percent shooting. Both part in the middle of the conferutes remaining. However, a mini- teams shot over 85 percent from ence pack.
JCU(68) - Top five scorers: Moran 7·11
Carroll spurt, highlighted by the foul line, but Capital had a 13- 1 ·215.Sheehan11
·141·129,Jordan1·7 4 ·
Sheehan's fourth three,allowed the shot advantage from the charity 8 6, Bahhur 5·8 0·0 10. four tied with two.
(51)- Top f1ve scorers: VrankOvich
Streaks to end the half up by six, stripe. On the other hand, JCU 1·6 Hiram
0·0 2. Paolano2·111-4 5,WIIIig9·17 4 ·
out-rebounded Capitall6-7 in the 7 22. Winkler 3·8 5-6 11. Coon 5·7 O.Q 10.
33-27.
Half-JCU 33·27. (Team totals and lead·
Moran addedl5pointsand four first half. All this added up to an ersonly).
Tt'lee·point goals-JCUS-6(51\eellan
6·6).
Hiram 0 ·4 (Paolano 0·3). Rebounds-JCU
intensity
filled
42-39
Crusader
assists of her own to Sheehan's 29
42 (Jordan 8), Hiram 27 (Willig 8). Assistspoints in leading the Blue Streaks lead at halftime.
JCU 12 (Moran, Sheehan tied wlth 4), Hiram 6
But, in the second half Capital (Paolano 3}. A-165.
to a second half avalanche. The
Streaks out-rebounded the Terri- was a little more perfect. They '
ers42-27. Erika Willig led the Ter- maintained their hot shooting
hands, gunning at 56 percent and
riers with a team-high 22 points.
John Carroll put together runs made 17-of-20 foul shots. Carroll,
of 13-2 and ll-0 before reaching however, faltered, shooting on1y5the game's largest margin at 68- 37 04 percent) from thefield. The
45. The effectiveness of the Car- penetration of point guard Jill
roll press and a more patient of- Walker and the three-point bomb• PROFESSIONAL HAIRDRESSERS
fense led to the second half suc- ing of Katie Manz ignited Capital.
cess. Hiram turned the ball over ll Carroll only trailed 55-49 with lO
• STUDENT RATES
minutes left in the game when
times in the second half.
"We pressed more on defense, Capital began to pullaway behind
• MEN&.WOMEN
but offensively we were more pa- two Walker buckets and a Manz
• RM. 224 MURPHY 397-2265
tient ," explained Coach Carol
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Dugan, relieved toendafour-game
• HOURS SUN, MON. WED, FRI
losing streak "When they went to
BIRTHRIGH1
a 3-2 zone, we buried the open l'
S P.M.-10 P.M.
This helped us rebound from the
tAJ<EW<X>O CLEVEU\NO PARMA
last game, and that should give us
22B-5998
486-2100
661-64XI
• CALL FOR APPT. -GARY
HOTUNE 1·800-550-4900
a lot of confidence going into
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Diver Frank D'Angelo prepares to hit the water. The All-American
is !eturning to Nationals again this season.

Sports Flashes
The reserves of thewrestlingteam took eighth place at the john
Summa Invitational at Baldwin-Wallace lasr weekend. Standouts
were freshman Javier Reveron, who took second at liB pounds
with a 3-l record. He tallied two pinson his way to the championship match where he fell to Ashland's LeConte Merrell. Also,
freshman Nate Samblanet placed fourth at B4 pounds. He compiled a 3-2 record along, the way.
nn1'1nlll..-t during
men~
basketball game against Baldwin-Wallace on Feb. 15. Those to be
honored areplacekickerjasonGoldberg,a firsucam AFCA (American Football Coaches Association) College Divi:;i911 II selection;
punter Ryan Haley, a fir.st team footbal!GazetteandSports Information Directors' selection; nose guard Matt Warnement,a third
team Sports lnformation Directors' selection; and middle-hitter
Stacey Mullally,anAVCA (American Volleyball Coacbes Association) second team selection... also receiving awards will be PJ.
lnsana and Sean Williams.Insana will receive the Mike Gregory
AwardasthemostoutstandhlgofknsivebackintheOhloAthletic
Conference. Williams will be given the Ed Sherman Award as the
league's most outstanding receiver.

The women's basketball teams victory against Hiram on Tuesday broke a four-game losing streak for them. They had lost to
Heidelberg, Otterbein, Mount Union and Capital in the last twO
weeks. After their victory over Hiram, their record stands at 12-9
overall and 7-8in theOAC .. DarleneSheehan's29 points against
Hiram is the second highest point total recorded by an individual
in women's OAC play this season. Sheehan had a 26-point outing
earlier in the year against Penn State-Behrend on Nov. l9.
Last season, the men's basketball team's Kevin Neitzel led the
OACinblockedshotSwith29through19games. Thlsyearssquad
has no one with more than eight-forward David Tucker.

Tlie previous information has been provided by john Carroll's
Sports llifOTmation l>epartment and the CN Sports Staff.
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JCU remembers

Streaks
of the
Week

Senior guard Darleen Sheehan
broke two school records and an
OAC record Tuesday when she
went 6-f or-6 from three-point
land. With 187 three-point field
goals, she eclipses Michelle Snow
'92 of Muskingum, who had 182.
She also moved into second place
injCU scoring history, where she
is now 88 points behind Cindy
Shumaker '94.

Randy Loeser

s1mple gesture that reminds Ray
of good times in his life,when poliIn the movie "Field ofDreams," tics, girlfriends and dif£erences in
KevinCosmerplays Ray Kinsella, the philosophies of life didn't matan Iowa farmer who is compelled ter. Ray was lucky. He got that secto build a baseball diamond in
ond chance.
what was once his cornfield .
Iwish l had that second chance
One year ago this week, the Carroll
community lost two of its family.
Sports
Andy Cheyfitz and Mike Wright ,
Commentary
ina car accident. They were young
and doing what they did best, playDuring the process, he hears ing basebalL
haunting vmces that tell him to
Though on!y atjohn Carroll for
"go t he distance" and "ease hi s ashort time,they touched our lives
pain."Theyare voices that he does ina way beyond words 1was lucky
not und erstand , but ones which to know Andy.The memory of a 7he feels hem ust follow.The voices year-old kid, wearing his orange
tells him to ease the pain, but Astros baseball uniform with his
who's pain?
orange wristbands and white
Through the magic of hisfield, baseballs pant~ will live inside of
former players, such as Shoeless me forever. Do not' take your
Joe jackson and even Ray's own memories for granted.
father appear and play on the field.
People like Andy and Mike
They are given a last opportunity come into our livesforonlyashort
to be young and play the game time, but they change it forever.
they did as kids.
Theywouldn'twant us to look back
Many look to"FieldofDreams" at what happened and be sad. Infor its reference to the love of base- stead, they would tell us we all have
ball, but the meaning of the movie the chance to"go thedistance."You
goes beyond that. Ray will find have that chance now, so take it.
that he can ease his own pain by They would. Somewhere they are
reconciling with his father on the playing catch, looking down and
magical field. (His father died be- smiling.
foreanargument between the two
Editor's note: A special service
was settled.)
will be held in memoryoJCheyfitz
Ray's reconciliation comes and Wright Tuesday evening For
when he is able to play that final i njormation contact Campus Mingame of catch with his dad - a istry at 397-4717.
Staff Reporter

Jeff Sesplankls
Sesplankis, the men's basketball
team's center , chalked up 34
points and 24 rebounds against
Mt. Union and Capital. In those
two games, the junior shot 12 for
24 (.500) from the field and 10 for
14 (.714) from the line. He leads
the team in scoring at a clip of 153
points per game. That average
also ranks him llth in the OAC in
the same category.

Streak defense disposes Capital
Michael Homer

scorer, to three points on a 1-of -8 of Sesplankis, who poured in 13
shoo\i
(or
e lt l.so poillts
abbed l~t:-·
J o hn arro wcnr o n a e en - stopped t eCrusader'soutsidea t- Jn t e ast two games Sesp an is
sive crusade Saturday night, tack, holding them to 32 percent has tallied 34 points and 24 restomping on Capital, 59-51, in the shooting from the field and 24 bounds.
"We matched up well against
Don Shula Sports Center.
points under their season average.
The win allows the men's bas"We had great perimeter de- Capital," said Sesplankis. "We had
ketball team to maintain posses- fense,especiallywith!Ryan]Tyson good chemistry in the first half."
The Blue Streaks shot 52 persion of fourth place in the Ohio and (Dave]Pfundstein," said
Athletic Conference- a position Moran. Capital hit only 15 per- cent in the first half, charging to a
39-30 ha If-time lead.
they can keep by winning two of
Guard Ryan Eskridge
theirfour remaining league games.
These victories would also assure 11 We get a lot of support initiated the attack, scoring lO of the team's first
them of playing host to an OAC
14 points. He finished
quarterfinal game. After realizing
from our fans. It is
with a career-high 12
their chances to repeat as OAC
points, including two
champs were not possible, the Blue
three-pointers.
Sueaks(l2-8overall, 9-50AC) had really important to play
"Ryan [Eskridge] proto redirect their season's focus.
vides good offensive
"We just wanted co be con- at home."
punch," said Moran. "He
cerned about playing at home in
the first round (of the tournaJeff Sesplankis can score inside and out
while collecting a few
men c)," cen terjefr'Sesplank is said.
boards."
"We get a lot of support from our
The team traveled-to Hiram (5fans. It is really important to play cent (3-for-20) from three-point
15overall,2-120AC)yesterday. The
at home because we are really range.
comfortable lherel"
The Streaks hit key shots in Terriers were last in the OAC en1f the Streaks continue to play the second haLL Shannon Vickers tering the competition. They meet
tenacious defense as they did nailed a three-pointer with 5:17 sixth place Muskingum (6-8 overagainst Capital, then their chances left. It boosted Carroll's lead back all, 10-10 OAC) Saturday.
JCU(59) - Top five scorers: Esl<ridge5-10
of hosting that game will only get to nine after the Crusaders had 0-012,
Vickers 3-6 1-2 S. Fletcher 2-4 3-6 7,
cut it to six only seconds earlier. Tucker 3-4 1·3 7,Sesplanl<is 5-12 3-3 13.
better.
Capltal(51) - Topfi~~escorers: TII!man4-6
"It was a nitty-gritty win for Later, Pfundstein found forward 1·3 9.Potts6-14 4-416,Coca1is3-10 0-0 6,
us," said Coach Mike Moran. "We David Tucker under the basket for Jotnson 3-13 0-0 6, Gray 2-4 0-0 4.
39-30.(Te~m totals and leaders
played harddefensivelyand hung an easy hoop with 1:39remaining oniyJHalf-JCU
TlYee-polnt goals-JCU4 -9(Eskrldge 2-3),
Cap.
3-20
(Potts
2-4). Rebounds-JCU 42
to
seal
the
game.
in there."
35 (Heltl<amp 9). AsslstsThe defense held Scott
Another factor in the team's (Sesplanl<ls15l,Cap.
JCU 14 (Piirdstein n. Cap. 11 (Tillman 3). AHeitkamp, the Crusaders' leading performance was the inside play 885.

Men's basketball
shooting percentages
so
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The 94-95 shooting percentage is tll'ough Feb. 6

The 94-95 blocked shots are througll Feb. 6
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meter race.

For the men, sophomore jeff.
Adk:k took second in the shot
put throwing 4:5 feet 11 3/4

inches and junior jason Neal
triple-jumped his-way into third
with a measure or 39 feet 51/4
inches. junior, Ian Johnstone
todcfourthinthe400-meterrun
with a time or 5+ seconds.
The Streaks run again at the
Bafdwtn-'Mlllace lnvite,Feb.lO.

.u
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Swimmers gearing for OAC's
John McGinty
Staff Reporter

The john Carroll's swimming
and diving teams wrapped up
their regular seasons splitting a
pair of non-conference meets on
the road.Both teams defeated Buffalo State, while losing, shorthanded, to an inspired Wooster
team.
The Streaks traveled to Buffalo
State last Thursday in their first
non-conference meet of the weekend. Usually a tough competitor,
Buffalo State, welcomed the
Streaks with wounded arms.
"Buff State is usually a tough
competitor for the men's team, but
they were short-handed," said
Coach Matt Lenhart, noting the
Bengals' weaknesses.
Neither team struggled with
the Bengals, with several swimmers on each team winning their
events. junior Peggy Dempsey led
the way for the Streaks, powering
to victory in the 200-yard freestyle
in 2:02.02, and the 500-yard
freestyle in 5 21.90. She was also
part of a third victory swimming
the last leg of the 200-yard medley relay.

Also strong for the Streaks was
seniordiverTeresaCamarota who
won both the !-meter and 3-meter
diving events. Freshman Pam
Jimison gave a strong showing
winning the 100-yard backstroke
with a time of 1:04.64. She also
was part of two victorious relays
- the 200-yard medley and the
200-yard freestyle.
Forthemen'steam,seniorsRich
Fa rkas, Eric Rapp and j im
Petkunas, and sophomore jeff
Juergens each won two events.
Petkunas, Ra pp and Farkas, along
with junior Dave Toth took first in
the 200-yard freestyle relay.
The Fighting Scots of Wooster
were humbling hosts as the shorthanded Streaks lost their final dual
meet of the season Saturday. The
women ended up with a 9-1 record
in dual meet competition. The
men finished up 6-4.
"We had several seniors missin g. taking theirGRE'sand depa nmemal tests," Lenhart said. "We
went in not too focused. We were
looking down the road ( to OAC
Championships next Thursday),
and we ran into a buzzsaw. It was
their last meet being in such a

strong conference, and they were
pumped up. It was a domino effect."
Missing from the Streaks' arsenal wereco-captainsPetkunasand
Ashley Maurer along with senior
Luke Piede and freshman Adam
Samko.
Bright spots for the Streaks
came from Jimison, co-captain
Rappand sophomore diver Frank
D'Angelo.
Jimison set a school record for
thelOO-yard backstroke inthefirst
leg of the 400-yard medley relay
with a time of 1:04.30. Also part of
the victorious relay team were
sophomore Trish Robben, junior
Roslyn Valentino, and Dempsey.
Rapp won all four of the individual races in which he swam
over the weekend, swimming to
two victories against Wooster.
All-American D'Angelo won
the 1-meter diving event against
the Fighting Scots and dove to a
third national qualifying score.
jCU will be at full strength for
the OAC Championships Feb.17.
"We're resting, worki ngon (our)
race pace, and focusing for the
OAC's," Lenhart stated.

Sheehan nets record, women rebound
Jonathan Kase

Staff Reporter
In setting a record of any kind,
one always wants to firmly leave
their mark. Tuesday night Darlene
Sheehan did just that.
The evening began with
Sheehan only one three-pointer
behindMichelleSnowontheOhio
Athletic Conference's all time

Saturday's
[game
with
Muskingum.f'
Confidence might have given
Cap\tal the edge against the Blue
Streaks ins1de their Alumni Gym
last Saturday. Defeating the National and Ohio Athletic Conference Champions requires almost
a perfect game, especially when
have a perfect 20-0 record

three-pointer.
"We either fouled her (Walker)
or she scored. Wedidn'tcutoffthe
baseline and just let her go by,"
analyzed Sheehan. "Plus, Manz
was on fire. It seemed like she had
a key three-pointer at many points
in the game."
Walker led her team with 27
points, five assists and sh ot l5-of17f
the line Art hesame t i

game
point shooting. Meanwhile, Carnot even two minutes old before
roll countered with
the record had fallen.
Sheehan leadingtheway
The game was
with 18 points, 14 in the
stopped at 18:06 to
~~we pressed more on defense,
first half, and Kathy
present Sheehan
Frickman tallying l3
withiheballfrom her
points. On this night,
one-hundred and but offensively we were more
was closer to perCapital
eighty second threej
fection.
pointer as a Blue Patent. "
They have a higher
Streak From there,
Carol Dugan level of confidence that
she continued imprinting her name on - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - elevatesthemtothenext
level,' said Frick man.
the
three-point
The Blue Streaks hope to build
record, shooting 6-for-6 from halves of perfect basketball were
three-point land, and along with played, but unfortunately for Car- on the confidence that they gained
Bridgette Moran, leading her roll, the Crusaders put two to- against Hiram with a strong showStreak teammates to a 68-51 vic- gether, while the Streaks managed ing and a victory this Saturday at
3p.m. in the DonShulaSponsCentory in the face of the Terriers, only one.
ter. The rest of the season shoold
The
Streaks
fired
57
percent
winless in conference play.
The first ha If was too close for from the field in the first half, be a battle for the Streaks to enter
JCU's liking, with Hiram taking a while the Crusaders torched the the OAC Tournament, as they are
25-24lej!d with nearly three min- nets for 60 percent shooting. Both part in the middle of the conferutes remaining. However, '!I mini- teams shot over 85 percent from ence pack.
JCU (68) - Top five scorers: Moran 7-11
Carroll spurt, highlighted by the foul line, but Capital had a 13- 1-215,Sheehan11-141-129,Jordan1-7
4Sheehan's fourth three, allowed the shot advantage from the charity 8 6, Bahhur 5-8 0-0 10. four tied with two.
Top five scorers: vrankovich
Streaks to end the half up by six, stripe. On the other hand, jCU 1-6 Hlram(51)0-0 2,Paolano2-111-4 5,WIIIig9-17 4out-rebounded Capital16-7 in the 7 22. Winkler 3-8 5-6 11.Coon5-7 0-0 10.
33-27.
Half-JCU 33-27. (Team totals and leadMoran added 15 points and four first half. All this added up to an ers only).
Three-point goals-JCU~(Sheehan
6-6),
Hiram 0-4 (Paolano 0-3). RebOunds-JCU
assists of her own to Sheehan's 29 intensity filled 42-39 Crusader
42 (Jordan 8), Hiram 27 (Willig 8). Assistspoints in leading the Blue Streaks lead at halftime.
JCU 12 (Moral\ Sheellan tied with 4), Hiram 6
But, in the second half Capital (Paolano 3). A-165.
to a second half avalanche. The
I
Streaks out-rebounded the Terri- was a little more perfect. They
ers42-27. Erika Willig led the Ter- maintained their hot shooting
riers with a team-high 22 points. hands, gunning at 56 percent and
John Carroll put together runs made 17-of-20 foul shots. Carroll,
of 13-2 and 11-0 before reaching however, faltered, shooting on l y5the game's largest margin at 68- 37 04 percent) from the field. The
45. The effectiveness of the Car- penetration of point guard jill
roll press and a more patient of- Walker and the three-point born b• PROFESSIONAL IWRDRESSERS
fense led to the second half suc- ing of Katie Manz ignited Capital.
cess. Hiram turned the ball over ll Carroll only trailed 55-49with 10
• STUDENT RATtS
minutes left in the game when
times in the second half.
"We pressed more on defense, Capital began to pull away behind
• MEN&WOMEN
but offensively we were more pa- two Walker buckets and a Manz
• RM. 224 MURPHY 397-2265
tient," explained Coach Carol
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Dugan, relieved to end a four-game
• HOURS SUN. MON. WED. FRI
losing streak. "When they went to
BIRTHRIGH1
a 3-2 zone, we buried the open l'
5 p.M.-10 p.M.
This helped us rebound from the
LAKEWOOD CLEVElAND PARMA
last game, and that should give us
228-6998
486-2!Dl
661-o«X/
• CAll FOR APPT. • GARY
HOTUNE 1-800-550-4900
a lot of confidence going into
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Diver Frank D'Angelo prepares to hit the water. The All-American
is returning to Nationals again this season.

.

Sports Flashes
The reserves of the wrestling team took eighth place at thejohn
Summa lnvitationalat Baldwin-Wallace last weekend. Standouts
were freshman Javier Reveron, who took second ar 118 pounds
with a 3-1 record. He tallied two pins on hi:; way to the champion·
ship match where he fell ro Ashland's LeConte Merrell. Also,
freshman Nate Sam blaner placed fourth at 1)4 pounds He com·
piled a 3-2 record along the way.
hoR<ored during
basketball game against Baldwin-Wallace on Feb.l5. Those to be
honoredareplacckickerJasonGoldberg,alirstteamAFCA(American Football Coaches Association) College Division ll selection;
punter Ryan Haley, a first team Football Gazetu and Sports Information Directors' selection; nose guard Matt Warnement, a third
team Sports information Directors' selection; and Jlliddle-hitter
Stacey Mullally,an AVCA (American Volleyball CoachesAssocia·
tion) second team selection... also receiving awards will be P.J.
Insana and Sean Williams. lnsana will receive the Mike Gregory
Awardasthemosroutstandi~orfenslvebackintheOhloAthleric

Conference. Williams will be given rhe Ed Sherman Award as the
league's most outstanding receiver.
The women's basketball teams victory against Hiram on Tuesday broke a four-game losing streak for them. They had lost to
Heidelberg. Otterbein, Mount Union and Capital in the last two
weeks. After their victory over Hiram, their record stands at 12-9
overall and 7-8 in the OAC .. Darlene Sheehan's 29 points agaillS(
Hiram is the second highest point total recorded by an individual
in women'sOACplay this season. Sheehan hada26-pointouting
earlier in the year against Penn State-Behrend on Nov. l9.

Last season, the men's basketball team's Kevin Neitzel led the
OACinblockedshotSwith29throughl9games. Thisyearssquad
bas no one with more than eight -forward David Tucker.

Tlie prmous i'!fpnnatlon has been provided by john Carroll's
Sports I '!formation bepartment and the CN SportsSia.ff.
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Right tum, Clyde
ChannelS ran a special last Tuesday on this "Generation X." Some guy on TV told me I'm a part of it.
Somebody at Rolling Stone picked up Douglas
Coupland's book Generation X, read way too much into it
and suddenly, rather pathetically, I don't care about
society.! will make less than my parents did, and that has
sent me even further down a spiral staircase of despair. I
am melancholy, I do nothing of constructive value for the
world's problems. My hero is some heroin addict who blew
h•s head of . r idolize some ac or n
a t i' mrrn, g
body of water that dammed up his blood flow with a
variety-pack of drugs.
I know a lot of people that are
actually like what the camera
crew from Channel 5 were looking
for. the problem is they were in
bed, with a hangover. The crew
couldn't help but show their
disappointment, they strained
their eyes for the nearest
flannel... no luck. I know some
real Gen-X'ers. They have d9ne
so many drugs that they are a
shadow of their former selves.
James Aurlcchlo
WOild View Editor
People that don't care simply
L--------...J because caring requires more
effort than turning otf the Sega or changing the channel.
These people have set themselves up rather well, not just
to make less than their parents, but to make sure that
their parents will make less. Particularly after they're
done supporting their 22 year-old child, even after a
wonderful Jesuit education that would have done more
good for Clyde from Every Which Way but Loose.
The lady with the microphone asked, "How do you think
Gen-X will respond to crime, violence etc. in the future?"
My answer went something like this: "I don't think it's fair
to generalize an entire Generation, but a lot of people will
think that we'll respond with apathy, that we'll say, 'We
don't have time, we just don't have time' That simply is
not the case."
However, this is what the Greater Cleveland area saw
on Tuesday morning, "We don't have time, we just don't
have time." Connie Die ken shook her head in disbelief at
my apathy.
I would invite the spin doctor who cut the clip that
appeared, to come to John Carroll on any Tuesday night.
Have him or her sit in on the Student Union meeting (I'm
sure Jam wouldn't mind) and see them discuss plans for
Project H.O.P.E. Then he or she could jump down to the CN
office and watch "apathy" paste together a paper to
inform the student body . Then have them run over to the
library, wander down to the basement, and sit in on film
slides of fungi with a pre-med student that apathetically
takes notes for 6 hours. My point is, sure there are some
slugs in our generation, "the world needs ditch diggers
toow but not all of us think reality bites. For every Ethan
Hawke movie character there are hundreds of people, at
this l.riversity alone that will care more than their
parents. But if the media needs a story, hell, film at

eleven.

Real world= real rules
Last week, an incident occurred in Dolan Hall that is considered illegal in-all 50
states - the illicit use and possession of a controlled substance; in this case, that
substance was marijuana. The incident was brought to the attention of campus police
o££i~ers w
c
he traband.
For some reason, the University Heights Police Department was never contacte
about the incident. It was handled as most other marijuana or drug-related incidents
on this campus are - through the office of Residence Life. According to Dean of
Students Joseph Farrell, the quantity of marijuana confiscated did not merit the
involvement of the UHPD.
Numerous questions arise from this statement. Why weren't they called? What
quantity of marijuana would have been enough to "merit" UHPD involvement? What
kind of jurisdiction does the Student Affairs office have in these types of incidents7
How serious does the incident have to be before the proper authorities are notified to
do their job?
Sergeant James B. Rohal of UHPD has expressed interest in dealing with these cases
and has even suggested that he would like to have the opportunity to provide help for
students who are using illegal substances. These questions are just a few of many. We
often debate about whether or not John Carroll is a part of the "real world." Most
students would attest that it is, and even become offended at the suggestion that it is
not.
However, in the 'real world," people make choices and are forced to live with the
consequences of these choices. By not allowing UHPD to deal with offenders of the law
directly, Student Affairs is preventingJCU from being a part of the "real world."
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Hit: The Video Store. An impressive endeavor realized. Miss: No Jesuits, except Fr.
Salmi, volunteered for Dunk-A-jesuit, part of Winterfest. Whatever happened to
the Jesuit ideal of volunteerism? (Would it have helped if we promised heated water
?) Hit: The Blood Drive. Students opened their veins and hearts to the Red Cross.
Miss: Lack of heat in some Residence Halls. It's cold enough outside, but now we're
at risk for frostbite when we're inside. Hit: Allies for Gays, Lesbians and Bisexuals.
The fact that the organization exists at all is cool. But also, this week the organization will be travelling to Baldwin-Wallace to meet with B-W's group. Miss: The
busted sewage pipe in the basement of the Business wing. Who wants to smell raw
sewage at nine in the morning? Hit/Miss: The Pi Sigma Phi pledges playing "Duck,
Duck, Goose" in the atrium. It was fun to watch them run in circles, but who wants
to step over 4 7 women while walking through this heavily traversed area? Miss:Few
candidates for the Student Union executive elections, leaving all of them uncontested, except Chief justice. Why aren't there more women running?
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Ambiguity faces those making moral
decisions about sick and dying relatives
Paul Lauritzen

I am responding to the confusion in the editorial anicle
"Need a ride? Call a cab," with the intern w redirect the
blame and clanfy the problem
For a little Safe Rides history, it hasn't always gone
smoothly before th1s "junior was in charge." !signed-up w
drive a few times lastyearandshowed uptofindout no one
else had volunteered and Safe Rides cou,ldn't run.
At the beginning of thefallsemester I was asked to be in
charge because Safe Rides had dematerialized and I really
wanted to see it happen. With in the week signs were up in
designated areas and a schedule was in the office accepting
drivers for the whole semester. Wishful thinking: !thought
people would volunteer. When the response was minimal
I contacted some organizations whose charters required
members to participate in Safe Rides, but still on! y a few
people committed their weekend nights.
Safe Rides needs three people a night and one van to be
able to run. Acquinng the people and the van have been
problematic. Sometimes vans are not accessible. There is
no Safe Rides van; we use what is available. Because it is the
responsibility of the volunteers to reserve the vans, they
need to commit about a week in advance. There have been
instances in the past when three people were ready to go
but there was no van to drive. Other times one person
would sign up, reserve a van, but could not get anyone else
ro help.
l believe the problem is not lack of organization, because I have seen the program work when people sign up to
drive. The problem is the lack of participation from the
student body. Some people will not give up a weekend
night to rescue someone on the corner of Cedar and Lee,
even though they might need a safe ride sometime themselves.
I agree that Safe Rides might run more efficiently with
the help of a faculty ad visor. That would at least eliminate
the need fm van authorizations. Nevertheless, a faculty
advisor will depend on three volunteers per night.
To say that "we can no longer depend on an appointed
student because it has not worked" is unfair. Right now my
name is one of the two on the drivers' schedule until finals

tion and hydration treatment or is it care?
Bishops and theologians are deeply divided over this
When I began teaching moral decision making ten question. In l992,the U.S. Cathohc Conference Bishops'
years ago, it was rare for a student to write about eut ha- Committee for Pro-Life Activities issued a statement
nasia out of personal experience. ow I routinely have rejecting the Withdrawal or omission of nutrition and
five or six students a semester write about the choices hydration, but the document was never signed by the
they and their families have faced when confronted Bishops' Conference as a whole.
with the decision of whether to continue treatment for
Moreover. subgroups of bishops disagree The Texas
a loved one who is dying.
bishops, for example. conclude that nutrition and hyPart of this increase can no doubt be traced to the dration should be considered medical treatment that
ever-growing number of cases where such decisions may be withdrawn. By contrast, the bishops of Pennsylneed to be made, cases where modern medicine has vania have concluded that nutrition and hydration are
prolonged death rather than susessentially care and must not be
tained life. I suspect, however, that
\vithdrawn o wonder joe is unthe deeper explanation is simply
certam.
For what it's worrh, my own
thatwearebetterabletotalkabout ••• there is little doubt
death and dying than we once
view is that withdrawing nUlri were, and that, once we started that, as a society, we
tion and hydration from a pcrmatalking, we discovered that for
nentlycomatose patient is not killmany of us how we die isalmostas have moved
ing,
as the headline to joe's article
exert
important as how we live.
suggested. To be sure. our act1on
Whatever the explanation,
in removing nutrition and hydration shortens the patient's life. But
there is little doubt that, as a soci- greater control over
ety,we have moved to exert greater
so, too, does turning off a resptracontrol over how we die. Consider how we die•..
tor or not resuscnating a patient.
just some of the changes that have
In all of these cases, the central
factisthatthepatient has an incaoccurred over the past ten years.
Living wills and durable power of attorney documents pacitating illness that we neither caused nor can cure.
have become commonplace. The U.S. Supreme Court
Thus, l believe that the Texas bishops were correct
has recognized a constitutionally protected right to die. when they said of such cases that "the decision maker is
And, most recently, voters in the state of Oregon passed not guilty of murder, suicide, or assisted suicide, since
a ballot initiative legalizing physician-assisted suicide there is no moral obligation under these circumstances
for terminally ill patients.
to impede the normal consequences of the underlying
Yet, as joe Guay's poignant forum piece about his pathology. The physicalcauseof death isultimatelythe
grandfather's il !ness demonstrates, with greater control pathology which required the use of those means in the
comes greater responsibility. And the responsibility of first place."
stopping treatment or not starting it, is particularly
This is not to say that the decision to stop food and
burdensome in ambiguous cases like joe's grandfather. hydration will be easy. Asjoe'sessay attests, the decision
lf we were talking about turning off a respirator [or an will often be agonizing. Still, it is one thing to say that we
irreversibly comatose patient, or not starting antibiot- cannot fail tO be troubled by removing a fecdmg tube,

night. Do you have a license? And a pen?

there mig t consensus. But, as oe points out, t ere
are cases where stopping treatment means ceasing to
feed or, as he puts it, "starving to death." In such cases,
consensus is elusive and ambiguity inescapable.
Take, for example, Catholic teaching about withdrawing medical treatment. Catholic teachingisgenerallyclearabout such matters. Treatment may be stopped
(or not started) when there is no reasonable hope of
benefitf rom the treatment and the treatment is like! y to
be excessively burdensome. Care, however, may never
be withdrawn. But there's the rub. Is providing nutri-

n t een ,
gree
ping nutrition and hydration is a form of killing.
Whether l would, for example, actually be able to carry
out my mother's instructions not to be artificially fed
should she lapse into a persistent vegetative state is
difficult to say.
One thing, however, is certain. I would want to approach the decision as thoughtfully and as conscientiously as joe did his.
Editor's note: Paul Lauritzen is a professor in john
Carroll's Department of Religious Studies.

Student gives a different perspective on
Issues regarding Rock for Choice

it will help you make your purchasing decisions conscientiously.

Karen E. Thompson
Class of 1996

SU Treasurer discusses losses and profits
To the Editor:
I would like to briefly respond to the article entitled
"Concert nets $6,000 loss" that appeared in the january 26
edition of The Carroll News.
First, I would like to thank the staff of The Carroll News
for taking an interest in the activities of the john Carroll
Student Union. I felt the article was very well written.
However, I am concerned that the headline itself may lead
to misconceptions.
The Student Union is not designed to make a profit. To
do so would violate the very purpose for which it was
established. Rather, the Union is a mechanism for students
to determine how their money will be spent. We are fully
aware of this simple fact and throughout my term I have
worked diligently to promote increased fiscal responsibility. However, increased responsibility does not, in anyway,
require profit. We would, in fact, be negligent if we did not
strive to find the most effective use of the students' funds.
We are not a business. Out goal is not profi ts. Simply
stated, our objective is activism. One component of this
act ivism is social activities. We work to program events
that the student body calls for at a price that it can afford.
This is our mission.
l am proud to be a part of an administration that has
served this mission well. The all-time low bid prices that
were charged for Homecoming and Christmas Formal
epitomize our dedication to this mission.
The concert that was held on December 2 was not designed to turn a profit. It was, instead, our goal to provide
an evening of entertainment on campus well within the
average student's price range. This goal was judged to be a
worthwhile way to utilize the students' money.
If you question the judgment of the Student Union or
feel that you could provide better, alternative activities. I
urge you to get involved. We always welcome your suggestions. One of the best ways to get involved is to attend
Student Union meetings which are held every Tuesday at
5:15. Further, we are currently in the process of looking for
an indtvidual to co-chair a special events committee as
well as others tositon th iscomm ittee. If you are interested,
please let one of the executive officers know.

Michael Colyer
Student Union Treasurer

Special to The Carroll News

to

To the Editor:

Joe Waters
Class of 1995

l would like to take the opportunity to comment on the
two letters to the editor in the 2/2/95 issue of The Carroll
News that concerned the Rock for Choice movement. While
both Mr. Wlodarczak and Mr. Evans both have points to
make, l think that a somewhat different perspective is
needed to fully shed light on the situation.
In Mr. Wlodarczak's response to Miss Schwartz's letter
of the previous week, he makes the point that the bands
that support the pro-choice movement have never tried to
hide their association with this cause. While this is undoubtedly true, I disagree with his statement that fans of
these bands will have known this fact for a long time. l
consider myself a fan of several of these bands and was
unaware of their involvement until Miss Schwartz's letter
was published. Several people that Ihave talked
to about this issue have echoed my sentiments.
[n regard to Mr. Evans' letter,we r.ow know
that he is a strong advocate of the pro-choice
movement. How.!ve r, what point h~ is trying
to make eludes me. It appears to me from his
letter that Mr. Evans is implying that he is now
A beautiful bouquet ollarge round and
heart shaped helium filled balloons
willing to support 11l of these bands simply
attached to a cuddly, soft pluah animal,
because of thr.ir pro-choice viewpoints. If h1s
presented to that special person on
feelings are irdeed this strong, perhaps a donaFebruary 1<4.
Valcntlllc's Day
tion directly toone of the pro-choiceorganizag1tt,., star I
$.29.95'*'
nons would be a more efficient use of money.
at $9 95
Incredible
Balloons
TN
691-0615
That way, it is assured that the entire sum will
Free
in
go directly to a cause that you 's upport 100%."
Wh1ie lcertamly have my own opinion on
JCU Alumnus Special:
this matt~r. it is not within the scope of thts
10% discount on deliveries to the
letter to '.1dge who is right or wrong. I would
simply l.ke to state that Miss Schwartz's letter
JCU Campus. Just mention you saw
was an mformative presentation and nothing
this
more. Nhether you are pro-choice or pro-life,

valentine's Day
Special

-
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Right tum, Clyde
Chamel5 ran a special last Tuesday on this "Generation X." Some guy on TV told me I'm a part of it.
Somebody at Rolling Stone picked up Douglas
Coupland's book Generation X. read way too much into it
and suddenly, rather pathetically, I don't care about
society. I will make less than my parents did, and that has
sent me even further down a spiral staircase of despair. I
am melancholy, I do nothing of constructive value for the
world's problems. My hero is some heroin addict who blew
hfs head off. I idolize some a o

nai'i'leCf after r'crl'll"iTf'f

body of water that dammed up his blood flow with a
variety-pack of drugs.
I know a lot of people that are
actually like what the camera
crew from Channel 5 were looking
for, the problem is they were in
bed, with a hangover. The crew
couldn't help but show their
disappointment, they strained
their eyes for the nearest
flannel... no luck. I know some
real Gen-X'ers. They have done
so many drugs that they are a
shadow of their former selves.
James Aurlcchlo
world VIew Editor
People that don't care simply
. __ _ _ _ _ _ _...J because caring requires more
effort than turning off the Sega or changing the channel.
These people have set themselves up rather well. not just
to make Jess than their parents, but to make sure that
their parents will make less. Particularly after they're
done supporting their 22 year-old child, even after a
wonderful Jesuit education that would have done more
good for Clyde from Every Which Way but Loose.
The lady with the microphone asked, "How do you think
Gen-X will respond to crime, violence etc. in the future?"
My answer went something like this: "I don't think it's fair
to generalize an entire Generation, but a lot of people will
think that we'll respond with apathy, that we'll say, 'We
don't have time, we just don't have time' That simply is
not the case."
However, this is what the Greater Cleveland area saw
on Tuesday morning. "We don't have time, we just don't
have time." Connie Dieken shook her head in disbelief at
my apathy.
I would invite the spin doctor who cut the clip that
appeared, to come to John Carroll on any Tuesday night.
Have him or her sit in on the Student Union meeting (I'm
sure John wouldn't mind) and see them discuss plans for
Project H.OP £. Then he or she could jump down to the CN
office and watch "apathy" paste together a paper to
inform the student body . Then have them run over to the
library, wander down to the basement, and sit in on film
slides of fungi with a pre-med student that apathetically
takes notes for 6 hours. My point is, sure there are some
slugs in our generation, "the world needs ditch diggers
too" but not all of us think reality bites. For every Ethan
Hawke movie character there are hundreds of people, at
this lriversity alone that will care more than their
parents. But if the media needs a story, hell, film at
eleven.

----

Real world= real rules
Last week, an incident occurred in Dolan Hall that is considered illegcil !h-all 50
states - the illicit use and possession of a controlled substance; in this case, that
substance was marijuana. The incident was brought to the attention of campus police
officers~ who

o isca e

ntraband.

For some reason, the University Heights Police Department was never contacte
about the incident. It was handled as most other marijuana or drug-related incidents
on this campus are - through the office of Residence Life. According to Dean of
Students joseph Farrell, the quantity of marijuana confiscated did not merit the
involvement of the UHPD.
Numerous questions arise from this statement. Why weren't they called? What
quantity of marijuana would have been enough to "merit" UHPD involvement? What
kind of jurisdiction does the Student Affairs office have in these types of incidents?
How serious does the incident have to be before the proper authorities are notified to
do their job?
Sergeant james B. Rohal of UHPD has expressed interest in dealing with these cases
and has even suggested that he would like to have the opportunity to provide help for
students who are using illegal substances. These questions are just a few of many. We
often debate about whether or not john Carroll is a part of the "real world." Most
students would attest that it is, and even become offended at the suggestion that it is
not.
However, in the "real world," people make choices and are forced to live with the
consequences of these choices. By not allowing UHPD to deal with offenders of the law
directly, Student Affairs is preventingJCU from being a part of the "real world."
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Hit: The Video Store. An impressive endeavor realized. Miss: No Jesuits, except Fr.
Salmi, volunteered for Dunk-A-Jesuit, part of Winterfest. Whatever happened to
the Jesuit ideal of volunteer ism? (Would it have helped if we promised heated water
?) Hit: The Blood Drive. Students opened their veins and hearts to the Red Cross.
Miss: Lack of heat in some Residence Halls. It's cold enough outside, but now we're
at risk for frostbite when we're inside. Hit: Allies for Gays, Lesbians and Bisexuals.
The fact that the organization exists at all is cool. But also, this week the organization will be travelling to Baldwin-Wallace to meet with B-W's group. Miss: The
busted sewage pipe in the basement of the Business wing. Who wants to smell raw
sewage at nine in the morning? Hit/Miss: The Pi Sigma Phi pledges playing "Duck,
Duck, Goose" in the atrium. lt was fun to watch them run in circles, but who wants
to step over 4 7 women while walking through this heavily traversed area? Miss: Few
candidates for the Student Union executive elections, leaving all of them uncontested, except Chief Justice. Why aren't there more women running?
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Ambiguity faces those making moral
decisions about sick and dying relatives

1am responding to the confusion tn the edirorial article
"Need a ride? Call a cab," with the intent to redirect the
blame and clarify the problem
For a litrle Safe Rides history, it hasn't always gone
smoothly before this "junior was in charge." 1signed-upto
drive a few nmes last year and showed up to find out no one
else had volunteered a nd Safe Rides couldn't run.
Auhe beginning of the fall semester l was asked to be in
charge because Safe Rides had dematerialized and I really
wanted to see it happen . Wi thin the week signs were up in
designated areas and a schedule was in the office accepting
dr ive rsfor the whole semester. Wis hful thinking: l thought
people would volunteer. When the response was minimal
l co ntacted some organizations whose charters required
members to participate in Safe Rides, but still only a few
people commined their weekend mghrs.
Safe Rides needs three people a night and one van to be
able to run. Acquiring the people and the van have been
problematic. Sometimes vans are not accessible. There is
no Safe Rides van; we use what is available. Because it is rhe
responsibiliry .of the volunteers to reserve the vans, they
need to commit about a week in advance. There have been
instances in the past when three people were ready to go
bur there was no van ro drive. Other times one person
would sign up, reserve a van, but could not get anyone else
to help.
I believe the problem is not lack of organization, because I have seen the program work when people sign upro
drive. The problem is the lack of participation from the
student body. Some people will not give up a weekend
night to rescue someone on the corner of Cedar and Lee,
even though they might need a safe ride sometime themselves.
1agree that Safe Rides mi ght r un more efficiently with
the help of a faculty advisor. That would ar least eliminate
the need fot van authorizations. Nevertheless, a faculry
advisor will depend on three volunteers per night
To say that "we can no longer depend on an appointed
student because it has not worked"is unfair. Right now my
name is one of the rwoon the drivers' sc hedule unti l finals

Paul Lauritzen
Special to The Carroll News
When l began reaching moral decision making ren
years ago, it was rare for a student to write about euthanasia out of personal ex:perience. Now I routinely have
five or six students a semester wnte about the choices
they and their families have faced when confronted
with the decision of whether to continue treatment for
a loved one who is dying.
Pan of this increase can no doubt be traced to the
ever-growing number of cases where such decisions
need to be made, cases where modern medicine has
prolonged death rather than sustained life. I suspect, however, that
the deeper explanation ts simply
rhatwearebeuerablerotalkabour •••
death and dying than we once
were, and that, once we starred
talking, we discovered rhar for
many of ushowwedie is almost as
important as how we live.
Whatever the explanation,
there is little doubt that, as a society, we have moved to ex:en greater
control over how we die. Consider
just some of the changes that have
occurred over the past ten years.
Living wills and durable power of attorney documents
have become commonpla ce. The U.S. Supreme Court
has recognized a constitutionally protected right rodie.
And, most recently, voters in the srare of Oregon passed
a ballot initiative legalizing physic ian-assisted suicide
for terminally ill patients.
Yet, as Joe Guay's poignant forum piece about his
grand father's illness demonstrates, with greater control
comes greater responsibility. And the responsibility of
stopping treatment or nor starting it, is panicularly
burdensome in ambiguous cases like Joe's grandfather.
If we were talking about turning off a respirator for an
irreversibly comatose patient, or nor starting antibior-

uon and hydration treatment o r is it care?
Bishops and theologians are deeply div1ded over this
question. ln 1992. the U.S. Catholic Conference Bishops'
Commmee for Pro-Life Activities issued a statement
rejectmg the withdrawal or omtsston of nutrition and
hydration, bur the document was never signed by the
Bishops' Con ference as a whole.
Moreover, subgroups of bishops d1sagree. The Texas
bishops, for example, conclude rha r nutrition and hydration should be constdered medical treatment that
may be withdrawn . By contrast, the bishops of Pennsylvania have concluded that nutrition and hydration are
essentially care and must not be
withdrawn. No wonder Joe is uncertain
For what it's wonh, my own
view is that wHhdrawing nutri tion and hydration from a permanenrlycomarose patient is nm killing, as the headline to Joe's arttcle
suggested. To be sure, our action
in removing nutrition and hydration shortens the patient's life. But
so, too, does turning off a respmror or not resuscitating a patient.
In all of these cases, the central
fact is that the patient has an incapacitating illness that we neither caused nor can cure.
Thus, 1 believe that the Texas bishops were correct
when they said of such cases that "the decision maker is
not guilty of murder, suicide. or assisted suicide, since
there is no moral obligation under these circumstances
to impede the normal consequences of the underlying
pathology. Thephysicalcauseof death isultimatelythe
pathology which required the use of those means in the
first place."
This is not ro say that rhe decision to stop food and
hydration will be easy. AsJoe's essay attests, the decisiOn
wil\often be agoni zing. Still, it isonethingtosay that we
cannot fail to be troubled by rernovmg a feeding tube.

night. Do you have a license? And a pen 1

there mtg t consensus. But, as oe points our, c ere
are cases where stopping treatment means ceasing to
feed or, as he puts it, "starving to death." In such cases,
consensus is elusive and ambiguity inescapable.
Take, for example, Catholic teaching about wirhdrawi ng medical treatment. Catholic reaching is genera\ly c\earaboutsuch matters. Treatment may be stopped
(or not started) when there is no reasonable hope of
benefit from the treatment and the rreatmem is likely to
be excessively burdensome. Care, however, may never
be withdrawn. Bur there's the rub. Is providing nurri-

ping nutrition and hydration is a form of killing.
Whether I would, for example, actually be able to carry
out my mother's instructions nor to be artificially fed
should she lapse into a persistent vegetative state is
difficult to say.
One thing. however, is certain. l would wam to approach rhe decision as thoughtfully and as conscientious\ y as Joe did his.
Editor's note: Paul Lauritzen is a professor in john

Student gives a different perspective on
Issues regarding Rock for Choice

it will help you make your purchasing decisions conscientiously.

Karen E. Thompson
Class of 1996

SU Treasurer discusses losses and profits
To the Ed itor:
l would like to briefly respond ro the article enrided
"Concert nets $6,000 loss" that appeared in the January 26
edition of The Carroll News.
First, l would like to thank the staff of The Carroll News
for raking an interest in the activities of the john Carroll
Student Union. I felt the article was very well written.
However, I am concerned that the headline itself may lead
to misconceptions.
The Student Union is not designed to make a profit. To
do so would violate the very purpose for which it was
established. Rather, the Union is a mechanism for students
to determine how their money will be spent. We are fully
aware of this simple fact and throughout my term I have
worked diligently to promote increased fiscal responsibility. However, increased responsibility does not, in anyway,
require profit We would, in fact, be negligent if we did nor
strive LO find the most effective use of rhe students' funds.
We are nor a business. Our goal is nor profits. Simply
stared, our objective is activism. One component of this
activism is social activities. We work ro program events
that the stud em body calls for at a price that it can afford.
This is our mission .
I am proud to be a part of an administration that has
served this mission well. The all-rime low bid prices that
were charged for Homecoming and Christmas Formal
epitOmize our dedication w this mission.
The concert rhar was held on December 2 was nor designed to turn a profit It was, instead , our goal to provide
an evening of entertainment on campus well withm the
average student's price range. This goal was judged ro be a
worthwhile way to ut ilize the students' money.
If you question the judgment of the Student Union or
feel that you could provide bener, alternative activities, l
urge you to get involved. We always welcome your suggestions. One of the best ways ro get involved is to attend
Student Union meetings whi ch are held every Tuesday at
5:!5. Further, we are currently in the process of looking for
an individual to co-chair a special events committee as
well as others to sit on thiscommitt ee. lf you are mreresred,
please let one of rhe executive officers know.

Michael Colyer
Student Union Treasurer

there is little doubt

that, as a society, we
have moved to exert
greater control over
how we die...

To the Editor:

n t een ,

gree

Carroll's Department of Religious Studies.

Joe Waters
Class of 1995

I would like rorake the opportunity to comment on the
rwo letters ro the editor in the 2/2/95 issue of The Carroll
News that concerned the Rock for Choice movement. While
both Mr. Wlodarczak and Mr. Evans both have points to
make. I think that a somewhat different perspective is
needed to fully shed light on the situation.
In Mr. Wlodarczak's response ro Miss Schwanz's letter
of rhe previous week, he makes the point that the bands
that support the pro-choice movement have never tried to
hide their association with this cause. While this is undoubtedly true, I disagree with his statement rhar fans of
these bands will have known this fact for a long rime. I
consider myself a fan of several of these bands and was
unaware of their involvement unril Miss Schwanz's letter
was published. Several people that 1have talked
to about this issue have echoed my sentiments.
In regard ro Mr. Evans' lener, we r.ow know
rhar he is a strong ad vocate of the pro-choice
movement How~ver, what point h~ is trying
ro make eludes me. lr appears to me from his
letter rhar Mr. Evans is implying that he is now
A beautiful bouquet of large round and
heart shaped helium filled balloons
willing to support ~11 of these ba nds simply
attached to a cuddly, soft plush animal,
because of their pro-choice viewpoints. If his
presented to that special person on
feelings are irdeed rhissr rong, perhaps a donaFebruary 1•.
Valcntinc's Day
tion directl y toone of 1 he pro-choiceorgamzagttts start
tions would be a more efficient use of money.
at $9 95
lln ....... .,i'hle Balloons™ 591-0616
That way, tt is assured that the entire sum will
eas.
Free del
godirec!ly roa cause that you "s upport 100%."
While l cenamly have my own opinion on
th is man'!r, it is not within the scope of this
10% discount on deliveries to the
lener to \1dge who is right or wrong. I would
simply l.ke to stare that Miss Schwanz's letter
JCU Campus. Just mention you saw
was an mformarive presentation and nothmg
more. Nherher you are pro-choice or pro-life,

valentine's Day
Special
$29.95'*
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Part-time help needed Infant/Toddler
Center Bluestone & Belvoir 382-1802.

JCU men-$5 haircuts Fri. 3-5:30 p.m.,
Sat. 2-5 p.m. Call -2465.

Spring Break! Bahamas Party Cruise
6 days $279! Includes 12 meals & 6
parties! Cancun & Jamaica 7 nights air
& hotel from $439! Panama City 7
nights oceanview room with kitchen
$129! Dayt ona Beach, Key West &
Cocoa Beach, FL 7 nights from $159!
Spring Break travel1-800-678-6386.

REM Tickets!!! Call Mary at 2583.

Cruise ships now hiring- earn up to
$2,000+ / month working on cruise
ships or land-tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal & full-time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call1-206634-0468 ext.C55562.
Safe Rides need drivers, please signup at the Student Union Office to volunteer any Thursday, Friday, or Saturday night. The calendar is made up
through the rest of the semester.
Spring Break- Time to book your week
at one of the Hot Spots Daytona/ $99
Panama/ $109 Padre/ $119 Cancun/
$399 and more. Call Chris at ICP 1800-828-7015.
Palnters,Foremen, and Managers- Call
College Pro Painters at 1-800-3464649.at 991-7563.

Steve, Roses are red, Violets are blue,
some poems rhyme, but this one
doesn't. Happy Valentines Day, M.

ACROSS
1 Countenance

5 L.lve coel
10 Trade

14 Kuwaiti, for one
15 French river
16 Day of the wk.

17 CoiOfful virile person
19 Getup

For sale- Smith Corona Word Processor, good shape, $60 Call -2465.

20 Hartford-Boston dlr.
21 Helper
22 "_-Chitty Bang-

Attention- Anyone interested in learning how to snowboard. Call Sue 5034.

24 Smooth fabrics
26 Ob«aln from

Stolen- my heart, by Josh. G, M, & S.
Attention- Anyone interested in learning how to play: soccer (especially
headballs), ultimate frisbee, basketball, or volleyball. Call Sue 5034.
Eric, I want to be a part of your world,
no more under the sea. Just kiss d'girl.
Ariel.

Show the World you can bounce back
'Cuse, Marbury stinks anyway!
Sue, we love you! Happy Valentines
Day! Mot & Axel.
Wanted- CD from movie 'Heavy Metal',
will negotiate according to condition
of CD & holder. Call Jim 439-1821 or
E-MAIL at JANSELMO.

Alpha Kappa Psi professional business informational meeting: Wed. Feb.
15 at 9:30pm. in BR 33. Bill O'Riordan
(VP of Staris Corp) will be speaking
Thurs, Feb. 16 at 5 pm. in SAC. Fri.-social.

Thank you to whoever returned the
light bulbs to the Grind at 2351
Warrensville- Dork Boy, Fat Boy, Short
Boy, and Wasted.

Big Kisses & Hugs to my ''P'~ love your
Princess.

Dolan Boyz-anyone interested in areunion? Call JT. - 691-1421 The ball's
in your court now!

Bang"
another source
28 Duck formations
30 Hermit, e.g.(2 wds)
33 Mr. Kaplan & others
36 Breakfaal bread
38 Alghtlesa bird
39 •

well that ends

welt'
40 Covers
41 Principia
42 Old French coin

3 West Pointer
4 Decline
5 Famous Plaza residant

40 Blistering color
41 Bear Ingredient

43 Hallcoptor sounds

8 Tone

44 Deapleas
45 Spent baforahand

7 Waked

47 German donkey

9 Colorlul orpanlzatlon

44
46
48
50
52

49
51
55
57
59
60

81
84
80
86
87
88
89

Separated
Potatoes
Salty solution
Roman road

Decay
the Terrible
Rudolph's folfe: 3 wds
Memo
WMtem movie
Germln river
Indebted to
W«Jdy plarU
Mathlmatlcian Delcartaa
DOWN

1 Bus chltgee
2 Sparta palace

a Byron's before
10
11
12
13
18
23

25
27
29
31
32

Endeavur
Colotful tutlcey part
ltal. neighbor
VIctim
Bowling needs
Clue
.,.. I was going
to St.
ExplreStap meuuremant
Fnlnctl friend
Convent l'8lidenta
Braath herd

33
34 Indonesian leland

35 Colorful luncheon

special
37 Plldcle

43 Alert

Listened attantlvaly
Ached

Navigates
Dlatrlbutor:Abrev.

Eai1!N18.y

53 Baaaball'a AI (53 MVP)
54 Cordwood measure

55 _ _-Japanese War
58 Alllrm
58 Elm for one
82 Abbrev. for Indoleacetic

acid
83 Nellher's partner

Solution to ''Doggone It"
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